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INTRODUCTION
I . THE PROBLEM
What is the significance of symbolical usages of the
"sea" in the Old Testament? The sea occupied a great place
in the religion of Israel as well as in the ancient pagan
mentality. In the ancient Near East cosmogonies the sea
bears the character of a being hostile to the creating god,
considered as the residue of the chaos which existed before
creation. What role then did the sea play in the mind and
life of the Israelites?
Statement of the problem. It has been recognized
since the end of last century that there is some relationship
between Genesis accounts of creation and Babylonian myth of
Marduk's physical combat with Tiamat. In the ancient Near
East men spoke of the primeval battle between the gods and
the sea, or the monsters of the watery chaos. The gods
created the cosmos or the order triumphing over the primeval
chaos. In the Old Testament, likewise, the theme of the
slaying of dragons is represented by fragmentary references
to a primeval combat between Yahweh and the dragon, e.g..
2Rahab or Leviathan, in poetical passages in Psalms, Job and
Isaiah .
The first question thus arises: Is it the case also
in Israel's traditions that Yahweh created the cosmos as the
result of primeval combat with the chaotic sea? Some Old
Testament scholars hold that the sea in the Old Testament
was not created by God and existed before Yahweh 's creation
of the cosmos. Is there any suggestion of "cosiaic dualism"
which threatens the orthodox doctrine of creation ex nihilo
in the Old Testament? This question must be one of the most
crucial in Old Testament theology.
Then, how can allusions of pagan creation myths be
adequately understood in the context of the Old Testament
theology? Did the Hebrews historicize pagan myths or did
they mythologize history? How can the adequate solution to
che problem of myth and history be found in terms of symbolism
of the sea in the Old Testament?
Finally, does creation in the Bible have to do with
history and not with nature? And was the concept of creation
in Israelite life a secondary thing to the Exodus experience?
If so, then, how can the historical redemption of Israel out
of Egypt be adequately understood in its relation to the
creation faith of Israel?
The inquiry here is intended to give adequate solutions
3to these crucial contemporary problems in the Old Testament,
in terms of symbolism of the sea in the Old Testament.
II. THE JUSTIFICATION OF THE STUDY
Importance of the problem. Hermann Gunkei first
investigated the mythology underlying biblical ideas concern
ing the beginning and the end of the world. Since then the
stucy of the mythological background of the Old Testament
passages has been crucial in the area of biblical study.
Gunkei recognized the influence of the Babylonian myth of
Marduk and Tiamat within the highly abstract conception of
God the Creator in Genesis. A crucial question to the
students of Old Testament theology is whether or not the
idea can be found of creation as God's victory over the
primeval chaos in the Old Testament. Recent Old Testament
scholars, both Araerican and European, e.g. Herbert G. May ,
Brevard S. Guilds, and Edmond Jacob, suggest "cosmic
dualism" in the Old Testament by seeing the opposing reality
-�-Herbert G. May, "Some Cosmic Connotations of Mayim
Rabbim, 'Many Waters,'" Journal of Biblical Literature , LXXIV
(1955) , 9-21.
^Brevard S. Childs, Myth and Reality in the Old Testa
ment (Studies in Biblical Theology , No. 27, eds . C.F.D. Moule,
James Barr, Floyd V. Filson, and G. Ernest Wright. Second
edition; London; S.C.M. Press Ltd., 1962).
�^Edmond Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament , trans.
Arthur W. Heathcote and Philip J. Allcock (New York: Harper
and Row, 1958) .
4in the pre-existent chaos before Yahweh
'
s creation. In so
doing they actually reject creation ex nihilo in the ortho
dox biblical sense.
With the discovery of the Ras Shamra tablets in 1929
at Ugarit, several variations on the theme of the slaying of
a dragon, Rahab or Leviathan, became known. These traces of
the legend in the Old Testament had been attributed by Gunkei
to the influence of the Babylonian myth of Marduk and Tiamat.
Now a more direct influence from Canaanite mythology seems
likely. But the problem is whether or not allusions in the
Old Testament in some Psalms, in Isaiah, and in Job, can be
traced back to any definite pattern. The Hebrews must have
known the myths in variant forms, but the God of Israel has
no mythology. How to interpret these mythological allusions
in the poetical passages is a basic problem of exegesis of
Hebrew texts. The importance of symbolism of the sea is thus
adequately to be recognized in the context of the problem of
myth and history in the Old Testament.
G. Ernest Wright, a professor of Harvard University,
says, "Since history rather than nature was the primary sphere
of [God's] revelation, Israel's effort was to tell the story
of her past in terms of God's activity.""^ However, is history
4g. Ernest Wright, God Who Acts : Biblical Theology as
Recital (Studies in Biblical Theology , No. 8, eds. C.F.D.
Moule, James Barr, Peter Ackroyd , Floyd V. Filson, and G.
Ernest Wright. London: S.C.M. Press, Ltd., 1952), p. 48.
5the absolute supreme milieu of God's revelation? Recent
emphasis upon revelation through history in the Old Testament
has tended to neglect the importance of the doctrine of
creation. Whether or not the concept of creation is the
secondary one in the Old Testament must be re-examined care
fully. Exodus as a redemptive event cannot be adequately
understood without the biblical concept of creation.
III. THE LIMITATION OF THE STUDY
This inquiry has been an attempt to grasp the impor
tance of the symbolism of the "sea," "deep," "waters,"
"ocean," "dragon," "Rahab," and "Leviathan," that is, the
so-called chaos-motif in the Old Testament literature. It
has been limited to the symbolism of the "sea" in the Old
Testament set in the context of Israel's creation tradition
and Exodus tradition. The importance of other Near Eastern
chaos-motifs should not be overlooked, but because of limit
ation of knowledge of Near Eastern languages and literatures,
the present author has been obliged to focus mainly on the
literatures of the Old Testament. The source books for this
inquiry are also limited to the English writings.
6IV. THE REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Pointing out that the Babylonian myth of creation was
known to the Canaanites in the Amarna age, Gunkei holds that
the creation myth of Genesis, though existing in a late form,
did not necessarily eiT�)ody only late thinking on the problem
of cosmogony.^ It is Gunkei 's merit, according to Wensinck,
to have collected and explained carefully in his major book^
scattered mythological sayings throughout the Old Testament
and to have shown that they are fragments from cosmological
tales differing from those which have come down to contem
porary scholars."^
Wensinck compares in his work the nature of the ocean
as it is described in mythological and semi-mythological
passages with its character in those literary products which
might be styled monotheistic. According to him, while in the
former class of passages the ocean bears the character of a
-^Herbert F. Hahn, The Old Testament in Modern Research ,
with a Survey of Recent Literatures by Horace D. Hummel
(Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1966), p. 93.
^Hermann Gunkei, Schopfung und Chaos in Urzei t und End-
zeit (Gottingen; Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1895).
7
A.J. Wensinck, The Ocean in the Literature of the
Western Semites (Wiesbaden: Dr. Martin Sandig oHG, 1918, 1968) ,
p. 1.
7being hostile to the creating god, in the latter class it has
become the one god's instrument, or his resting-place. Thus,
monotheism put an end to the strife between different gods,
and nature became an instrument at the service of the one God.^
A careful comparison of the Babylonian myth of creation
and the Old Testament Genesis has been done by Alexander Heidel
who mentions in his book that the Babylonian creation stories
are permeated with a crude polytheism. However, in the
entire Old Testament there is no trace of a theogony, such as
in Enuma elish. To this faith the Babylonians never attained.
While Tiamat is a mythical personality. Old Testament tehom
never has such significance. Tehom is nothing but a designa
tion in the Old Testament for the deep, the sea, the ocean,
or any large body of water. Heidel suggests that the two
terms are common Semitic words, ultimately going back to one
and the same form.^
In 1955 Herbert G. May wrote an article on many waters
in the Old Testament. He says that the sea is frequently
designated by the expression "many waters," which are the
chaotic, disorderly, insurgent elements which must be con
trolled. Here May sees a suggestion of a "cosmic dualism,"
Sibid.
^Alexander Heidel, The Babylonian Genesis (second
edition; Phoenix Book; Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1942, 1951), pp. 96-101.
8for he holds that there continues throughout history the kind
of conflict which is posited at creation when Yahweh ' s wind
blew over the watery abyss. -'-0
According to Edmond Jacob, in spite of its perfection,
creation is unceasingly menaced by two forces which have not
been created by Yahweh but have simply been subjected to him,
namely darkness and the sea, residues of the chaos which
existed before creation. Tehom is originally the power
against which Yahweh had to struggle in order to tear away
from his control of the solid earth, of which Genesis 1:9
gives an echo. The vast domain of waters, Jacob continues,
was not conquered by Yahweh, but only more or less neutral
ized by being confined within certain limits assigned to
them (Psalm 104 : 7-9 ).
Childs also holds that tehom signifies the primeval
waters which were uncreated. Although the present usage of
the word in Genesis 1:2 has little in conmion with Tiamat, the
tehom is connected with a primeval battle which initiates the
creation. The chaos, Childs says, is a reality rejected by
God. It forms no part of the creation, but existed neverthe-
May , "Some Cosmic Connotations", pp. 10-12.
Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament , p. 140-
9less as a threatening possibility. ^
Rejecting the "cosmic dualism" in the Old Testament,
Eichrodt argues that even in the Old Testament passages where
an original watery chaos seems to precede the creation of
the universe, the whole manner indicates both theologically
and psychologically that the real concern is the revelation
of the absolute omnipotence of God, and that insofar as
nothing equal or comparable to this power plays any part,
the ultimate aim of the narrative is the same as that of our
own formula of creation ex nihilo. -^-^ It is from this angle
that P. Reymond approaches the question in his attractive
study of all the Hebrew terms and expressions which have any
14
connection with water.
In 19 48 Howard Wallace surveyed Leviathan passages in
the Old Testament. Leviathan is part of a dragon theme in
mythology which is found in several ancient religions. While
it is not yet clear how close the relationship of the Baby
lonian myths is to the biblical Leviathan, the close kinship
of Leviathan to North-Canaanite literature is unraistak-
12childs, Myth and Reality, pp. 34-43.
-'-�^Walter Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament, Vol.
II, trans. J. A. Baker (The Old Testament Library , eds. G.
Ernest Wright, John Bright, James Barr, and Peter Ackroyd.
Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1967), p. 101.
�^^Philippe Reymond, L ' eau , sa vie , et sa signification
dans 1 ' Ancien Testament (Supplements to Vetus Testamentum,
Vol. VI; Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1958) .
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able. Leviathan is myth^ however, when it becomes refined
by Hebrew monotheism, it expresses truth in a unique way.-^^
About twenty years later, in 1966, C.H. Gordon investigated
the Leviathan passages. He says that an old myth concerning
the triumph of good over evil is reflected in Isaiah, Psalms,
and Job; in it evil is symbolized by the dragon Leviathan.
Leviathan is a monster which sums up cosmic evil, was van
quished by God of old, and will be annihilated by God once
and for all in the end of days at the inauguration of the
Golden Age that will endure forever without evil.-'-^
The Old Testament allusions cannot be traced back to
any definite pattern. The mythological allusions of the Old
Testament, says McKenzie, cannot be synthesized; the discord
ant elements, doubtless drawn from different sources, show
that the Hebrews also knew the myths in variant forms. The
weight of the probabilities suggests that the phenomena
described in Psalm 74:13-15 are creative works, not the his
torical events of Exodus , and that the imagery employed is
l^Howard Wallace, "Leviathan and the Beast in Revela
tion," The Biblical Archaeologist, XI, No. 3 (Sept., 1948),
pp. 61-68.
l^cyrus H. Gordon, "Leviathan: Symbol of Evil,"
Biblical Motif : Origins and Transformations , Alexander Altmann,
editor (Philip W. Lown Institute of Advanced Judaic Studies,
Brandeis University, Studies and Texts : Vol. III. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press, 1966), pp. 1-9.
11
derived from Semitic�principally Canaanite�my thology . ^"^
G. Ernest Wright, however, holds that Psalm 74 affirms
that God who has performed such wonders in nature will surely
come to the aid of His people in their distress. The vocabu
lary of the nature myth of Canaan was used extensively but
it was set in a historical context.-'-^ Wright says in another
place that allusions are few before the period of the Exile.
On the one hand, the myth was historicized and used metaphor
ically to describe Yahweh 's great victories in history. On
the other hand, it was used in eschatology as a description
of God's victory over His enemies in the great Day to come.-'-^
In Canaanite mythology the dragon fight theme existed
in various forms, e.g., the smiting of Lotan, the battle
between Baal and Yam, "the crooked serpent." In these myths
the battle often appears unconnected with the original
creation of the world. According to B.S. Childs, the
prophets also reflect dependence on this Canaanite tradition
without reference to the creation. Nevertheless, Canaanite
17john L. McKenzie, "A Note on Psalm 73 (74):13-15,"
Theological Studies, XI (1950) , 275-82.
l^Wright, God Who Acts , p. 48.
l^G. Ernest Wright, The Old Testament Against Its
Environment (Studies in Biblical Theology , 2, London: S.C.M.
Press, 1950) , p. 27.
12
mythology has been fused with Babylonian within the Old
Testament. 20
In his important book. Otto Kaiser shows that the sea
was a friendly power in Egypt, a hostile one in Ugarit, and
no power at all but a creature of Yahweh in Israel. Then
Kaiser says that Israel borrowed without hesitation from
religious and cosmological vocabulary of other nations. Yet,
her ability to absorb these loan words and imported stories
into her own proper religious system testifies to the
strength and uniqueness of her faith. In studying the
various references to the sea or river in Israel, Kaiser
readily admits an Ugaritic influence on images or stories
but staunchly holds that Israel infused a new meaning or life
into the borrowed accounts or else deliberately ascribed to
Yahweh what Ugarit attributed to El, Yam, and Baal. Definite
ly colored by Ugaritic literature, the Bible uses such images
to describe Yahweh ' s victory principally at the time of the
Exodus or in the messianic future. Faith in Yahweh ' s power
over all the elements of nature and history leads to a unity
of religious belief� the will of Yahweh. ^-^
^^Brevard S. Childs, "The Enemy from the North and the
Chaos Tradition," Journal of Biblical Literature , LXXVIII (1959) ,
187-98 .
^-'�Otto Kaiser, Die Mythische Bedeutung des Meeres in
Kgypten , Ugarit und Israel (Beihef t zur Zeitschrif t f iir die
Alttestamentlische Wissenschaf t , 78, Berlin: Verlag Alfred
Topelmann, 1959), reviewed by Carroll Stuhimueller , Catholic
Biblical Quarterly, XXII(1960), pp. 205-7.
13
iMcKenzie mentions that L. Kohler asserts that the idea
of Yahweh as "a warrior-hero" is derived from His victory
over chaos in creation and not from His deeds on behalf of
Israel. In the mighty deeds of Yahweh for His people. He
appears as the lord of nature. Then, McKenzie agrees that
the title of warrior-hero does imply that Yahweh is lord of
nature. 22 However, G. Ernest Wright says that since history
rather than nature was the primary sphere of His revelation,
Israel's effort was to tell the story of her past in terms
of God's activity. 23
According to Cross, the thrust of historical events
alone had the power to displace the mythic pattern. In Isaiah
51:9 the allusion is to the cosmogonic myth, the battle of
creation, in which the monster of chaos is slain by the God
who thereby establishes kingship. Suddenly in verse 10 the
myth is penetrated by historical memory; the battle with the
dragon Sea becomes the redemption from Egypt. Here Cross
sees that creation and redemption are fused in a poetic iden
tification. He says, "Historical and cosmic redemption are
one." In Israel, myth and history, he says, always stood in
22john L. McKenzie, Myths and Realities : Studies in
Biblical Theology (Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing Co., 1963) ,
97.
23wright, The Old Testament Against Its Environment ,
p . 26 .
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a strong tension, myth serving primarily to give a cosmic
dimension and transcendent meaning to the historical . ^4
In his recent book, Bernhard W. Anderson examines the
way Israel appropriated creation mythology from the ancient
Near East and incorporated it into the structure of its own
historically oriented faith. He is especially interested in
one aspect of creation faith, the chaos that threatens both
the order of creation and the course of history. Anderson
believes that creation faith was at least incipient in the
exodus faith. In the premonarchic period it probably existed
along side the exodus faith without being harmonized complete
ly. In the Jerusalem cult under the united monarchy it
became more closely fused with the historical traditions of
Israel's faith. Here it was historicized to celebrate
Yahweh ' s sovereignty over history and to look forward to the
completion of His purposes. Creation faith, however, was
never completely absorbed into the structure of salvation
faith. 25
�^^Frank M. Cross, "The Divine Warrior in Israel's Early
Cult," Biblical Motif ; Origins and Transformations , Alexander
Altmann, editor (Philip W. Lown Institute of Advanced Judaic
Studies, Brandeis University, Studies and Texts ; Vol. Ill
Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1966), pp. 11-30.
25Bernhard W- Anderson, Creation versus Chaos : the re-
interpretation of mythical symbolism in the Bible (New York:
Association Press, 1967).
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V. THE PROCEDURE OF THE STUDY
First, the sea-motif in general in the literatures of
the Old Testament will be examined by means of word study of
C' , yam . Since the sea is identical with a dragon of chaos,
Rahab or Leviathan, in the poetical passages, the related
terms such as "waters," "deep," "ocean," will be included
in the survey of the chaos-motif in its relationship with
pagan mythological conceptions.
After the general survey of chaos-motif is completed,
two specific passages, one from creation passages and the
other from Exodus passages, will be chosen. The symbolism
of the sea in the creation psalm. Psalm 104, will be surveyed,
and then the symbolism of the sea in the Exodus tradition.
Exodus 15, will be examined in its relationship with creation
tradition in the Old Testament. In handling poetical portions,
i.e.. Psalm 104 and Exodus 15, the cultic approach which is
held by such scholars as Mowinckel, Kraus , and Weiser, is
not followed in this inquiry.
When reference is made to a Hebrew word, translitera
tion symbols are used consistently throughout this inquiry.
However, when the Hebrew word appears the first time, a full
statement, that is, Hebrew characters, transliteration
symbols, and the English translation (RSV) , is given. The
basic rule of transliteration is presented in Table I.
16
TABLE I
TRANSLITERATION SYMBOLS FOR THE HEBREW AND ARAMAIC
Consonants .
�>/N t/0 p/5
b/D y/'^ s/X
9/2 k/D q/|7
d/1 l/"? r/-1
h/n m/Q s/W
w/1 n/3 S/C;
z/T s/D t/n
h/n
Vowe 1 s .
ma/nC ma/Q ma/Q inah/rl?2i
T T �
m8/ IQ ma/0 mo/Q ma/ XQ
mu/ ^IQ mo/7D '^^Z??. meh/nO
me/''C mo/C m^/Q meh/HD
m^/ "� D mu/ C
mi/ "� Q me/ ^
me/G
mi/C
17
VI. THE ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY
Chapter two will survey the material meanings of the
sea by means of word study of the Hebrew term C , yam , so
that a sound basis for this inquiry of symbolical usages of
the sea in the Old Testament may be set firmly. These mean
ings are grouped into five categories according to literal
interpretation: the sea in the creation, the sea in the
Exodus event, the sea in Israelite daily life, the sea in the
eschatological passages, and the sea in the poetical pas
sages .
In chapter three, the symbolical meanings of the sea
will be surveyed in relation to the so-called chaos-motif or
dragon-motif in the literatures of the Old Testament. Here a
general understanding of the problem of this motif is proposed
in its relation to pagan mythological motifs. The sea will
be set especially in the context of creation tradition and
Exodus tradition in Israel.
In chapter four, a creation psalm. Psalm 104, will be
specifically studied, focusing on the symbolism of the sea in
the Israelite creation tradition. The background of this
creation psalm is discussed in its relationship with the
Genesis account of creation. Also, the problem of myth and
history will be briefly mentioned in the context of Hebrew
monotheism for the purpose of setting a proper background to
18
the problera of Exodus-creation tradition of Yahweh-faith in
Israel .
In chapter five, the role of the sea in the Exodus
event will be specifically emphasized in a poetical passage
in Exodus 15, in its relation with the creation tradition.
Here, especially, inquiry will be made into whether or not
the creation tradition in Israel was the secondary thing to
the life and mind of Israelite people. First, some higher
critical problems are discussed. Then a problem of myth and
history will be set in the context of Exodus tradition.
Finally, more theological problems involved in the creation
tradition and the Exodus tradition will be examined in the
context of Hebrew monotheism.
A final chapter will present conclusions about the
problems of creation ex nihilo , myth and history, and Exodus-
creation tradition in the Old Testament, in terms of the
symbolism of the sea in the Old Testament.
CHAPTER II
THE SEA IN THE OLD TESTAMENT: WORD STUDY
I . INTRODUCTION
Task . Before the problem of the symbolism of the sea
in the Old Testament is studied, one must ask what the
material meanings of the sea were to the writers of the Old
Testament literatures. Therefore the task of this chapter
is to survey general usages of the term C , yam, the "sea,"
in the Old Testament, so that a sound basis for studying
symbolical meanings of yam may be set firmly.
Method. The survey has been done inductively by the
method of word study of the Hebrew word yam. With the help
of Davidson's A Concordance of the Hebrew and Chaldee Scrip
tures , every passage including the word yam was read care
fully. Then these passages were classified analytically
according to their literal meanings, rather than figurative
meanings, and finally grouped into such sections as the sea
in the creation, the sea in the Exodus event, the sea in
Israelite daily life, the sea in the eschatological passages
and the sea in the poetical passages. In the last section
several related terms will be handled, e.g. "deep," "waters,"
20
"dragon," "Rahab," "Leviathan."
II. THE SEA IN THE CREATION
The first passage where the term yam is found in the
Old Testament is Genesis 1:10. It reads, "the waters that
were gathered together he called Seas."-^ The sea was a
gathering of the waters under the heavens , from which the
dry land appeared (Genesis 1:9). Thus the waters under the
heavens became to exist as "Seas" by the word of God. Since
God Himself willed the existence of the sea. He saw that "it
was good." This passage mentions the Lordship of Yahweh
over the sea and the earth, as well as the heavens. Yahweh
is transcendent over nature, and the sea is simply a handi
work of God. Thus Psalm 95:5 says, "The sea is his, for he
made it; for his hands formed the dry land."
Yahweh, the God of heaven, made the sea and the dry
land (Jonah 1:9, Neh. 9:6). Exodus 20:11 also says, "The
Lord made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that is in them."
Both the sea and the earth were made by Yahweh, and therefore
there is no opposition between them, for God saw that they
were good. Yahweh simply "founded the earth upon the seas"
(Ps. 24:2; cf . Ps . 136:6, 104:3f.). At the same time He
^Revised Standard Version is used consistently through
out this inquiry.
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"assigned to the sea its limit" (Prov. 8:29; cf. Job 38:
lOf.), by setting a boundary for the sea, a "perpetual barrier
which it cannot pass" (Jer . 5:22; cf. Ps . 104:9). Thus
Yahweh continually controlls the sea as well as the heaven
and the earth.
III. THE SEA IN THE EXODUS EVENT
The sea is the central theme in the Exodus event.
Yahweh guided His people through the Red Sea out of Egypt,
the Land of bondage. In Exodus 14:22 mention is made of the
people of Israel going into the midst of the sea on dry land.
This dry land ( riTJ'' , yabbasa) is that of Genesis 1:10.
Yahweh, the Lord of the creation. Himself guided the course
of history for His chosen people. And thus the covenant was
made between Yahweh and Israel: "You have seen what I did to
the Egyptians .... if you will obey my voice and keep my
covenant, you shall be my own possession among all peoples"
(Ex. 19:4f.). Israel was thus elected as God's chosen nation
by the covenant through her passing through the midst of the
sea .
The Lord "turned the sea into dry land" (Ps. 66:6).
He "rebuked," "divided," and "dired up" the water of the Red
Sea (Ps. 106:9; Ps . 78:13, 136:13; Josh. 2:10, 4:23), and let
the Israelites pass through it. The sea looked and fled
22
(Ps. 114:3). And the Lord made the sea come upon (Egyptians)
and cover them (Josh. 24:7). Thus the sea overwhelmed their
enemies (Ps. 78:53). Yahweh thus controlled the sea in order
both to guide His people safely through the sea and to
destroy His enemies under the sea.
IV. THE SEA IN ISRAELITE DAILY LIFE
Although life in the desert had influenced the faith
of the Israelites, they were from most ancient times well
acquainted with several seas in their districts. The writers
of Old Testament literatures often mention such seas as the
Mediterranean Sea, the Salt Sea, the Red Sea, and the Sea of
Chinnereth . Experience at the Red Sea had been occupying
their minds and lives through the history of Israel. Contact
with the Sea People after their settlement in Canaan had
much influence upon their religion as well as their daily
lives .
The Mediterranean Sea is sometimes denoted as the
Great Sea (Num. 34;6,7; Josh. 1:4; Ezek. 47:10), the hinder
or utmost or uttermost Sea (Deut. 11:24; Joel 2:20; Zech. 14:
8), and the sea of the Philistines (Ex. 23:31). It was known
to the Israelites from the day of Moses. The Salt Sea was
called the East or former Sea (Ezek. 47:18; Zech. 14:8) or
the Sea of the Plain or of Arabah, that into which the Jordan
falls (Deut. 3:17, Josh. 3:16). The Red Sea ("Reeds Sea")
is most mentioned in the Old Testament because of its crucial
experience in Israel's history. It is identified with the
Egyptian Sea in Isaiah 11:15. The Sea of Chinnereth is the
Sea of Galilee in the New Testament. It is mentioned in
Numbers 34:11 and Joshua 12:3, 13:27. Thus, these four main
seas were well known to the Israelites from the days of Moses
The sea is often used in the Old Testament to show
direction. The expressions such as "from the sea" (Num. 11:
30), "to the sea" (Ps. 80:11), "from beyond the sea" (II
Chr. 20:2), "over the sea" (Deut. 30:13, Isa. 16:8) and
"toward the sea" (I Kings 18:43) denote direction as well as
far distance. In the expression "from sea to sea," then,
the Israelites tried to show limitless boundary of dominion
(Mic. 7:12; Ps . 72:8) or endlessness (Amos 8:12) of wandering
The sea thus denotes width and long distance as well as
direction. And to the Israelite people, seaward is identical
with westward.
As the sea is the creation of Yahweh, so the fish of
the sea are also created by Him (cf . Gen. 1:21) . The Lord
gave to the Israelite people, through Moses and Aaron, per
mission to eat "of all that are in the waters, everything
in the waters, in the seas or in the rivers" (Lev. ll:9f.).
i'hus the fish of the sea were significant to the Israelites
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from their earliest history. Frequent mention of fish in the
Old Testament shows this fact (Gen. 9:2; Num. 11:22; Job 12:
8; Ps. 8:8; Ezek. 38:20; Hos . 4:3; Zeph. 1:3).
Several old poems, such as Blessing of Jacob (Gen. 49:
2-27), Blessing of Moses (Deut. 33:2-29), and Song of
Deborah (Judges 5:2-31), mention the Israelites' direct
relationship with the sea or seashore. In Gen. 49:13 there
is mention that "Zebulun shall dwell at the shore of the sea;
he shall become a haven for ships." And Moses blessed
Zebulun, who was to "suck the affluence of the seas" (Deut.
33:19). As for Dan, another tribe of Israelites, the Song
of Deborah questions, "Why did he abide with the ships?"
(Judg. 5:17). Fear is not the reason that the Israelites did
not become a seafaring people. ^ As the Canaanites dwelt by
the sea (Num. 13:29; Josh. 5:1), Asher "sat still at the
coast of the sea" (Judg. 5:17). Furthermore, "the sand of
the sea" is a popular expression of plenty (Gen. 32:12; 41:49;
Isa. 10:22) or heaviness (Job 6:3).
King Solomon possessed a fleet of ships (I Kings 10:
22) , and made a "Bronze Sea" in the Temple which he built
(I Kings 7:23ff.; II Kings 16:17; Jer. 27:19, 52:17).
2cf . Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament, p. 141. He
says, "It is not without reason that the Israelites did not
become a seafaring people and that they always showed a kind
of instinctive horror of the sea and its dangers."
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V. THE SEA IN THE ESCHATOLOGICAL PASSAGES
In the prophetic books the sea appears in the context
of eschatological passages. In those cases the word yam is
related to the destruction of enemies. To "destroy" or
"smite" the sea means to restore the remnant of Israel (Isa.
11:15). As the passing through the Red Sea was redemption
to the Israelites, so Messiah's restoration of Israel "in
that day" will be by way of smiting the sea "that men may
cross dryshod." Smiting the sea is then the sign of victory
over the Israelites' enemies as well as the enemy of Yahweh.
The passing through "the sea of Egypt" (Zech. 10: 11) sig
nifies the complete redemption of God's people.
Also in that day "living waters shall flow out from
Jerusalem, half of them to the eastern sea and half of them
to the western sea; it shall continue in summer as in winter"
(Zech. 14:8). These are the "living waters" that Jesus
mentions in John 7:38. Thus waters flowing into the sea are
related to life.
The Lord of hosts will "shake the heavens and the
earth and the sea and the dry land" (Hag. 2:6) , showing His
presence with people of the land, according to the promise
at the time of Exodus. This shall be a sign of His Spirit
abiding among them. Thus the Lord of creation guided and will
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guide His chosen remnant in His providence
VI . THE SEA IN THE POETICAL PASSAGES
In the Old Testament literatures the sea was denoted
as dragon, Leviathan, Rahab, serpent, deep, and (many)
waters. Many times the sea was identified with these terms,
through parallelism in the poetical passages. As Psalm 74:
13 mentions, to divide the sea is identical with "breaking
the heads of the dragons on the waters." The idea of slaying
the dragon is common in the ancient Near East, as is shown
in the mythology of Marduk's victory over Tiamat and the
Canaanite mythology of the battle between Baal and Yam.
However, Yahweh, as it was shown above, the Lord of the
creation, always controls the sea as well as heavens and the
earth. The problem of the so-called chaos-motif, which is
represented by the existence of the dragon passages in the
Old Testament, hereby becomes crucial for the Old Testament
studies. In the following chapters these problems will be
handled specifically and thoroughly.
Leviathan. Leviathan is sometimes denoted as serpent,
dragon or crocodile. The eschatological passage, Isaiah 27:
1, mentions that Yahweh will "punish Leviathan the fleeing
serpent. Leviathan the twisting serpent," and "slay the
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dragon that is in the sea." Peoples of the ancient Near
East thought that there was a dragon in the sea. But, in
the Old Testament it only symbolizes the existence of evil,
using mythological terms. Therefore, Job asked, "Can you
draw out Leviathan?" (Job 41:1). In the poetical passage.
Leviathan's heads were crushed and broken when the sea was
divided by the might of Yahweh (Ps. 74:13f.). Whether this
passage is expressive of the experience of the Exodus or the
concept of Creation is the problem which requires detailed
study to be treated later. Finally, Psalm 104:25f. says,
"Yahweh formed Leviathan to sport in it (the sea)," on which
the ships go. Leviathan, the dragon of the sea in the Old
Testament, is a handiwork of Yahweh, not an opposing power
of creation like Tiamat in the Babylonian creation myth.
Rahab . This is another name of the dragon of the sea.
Isaiah 51:9f . reads that Yahweh did "cut Rahab in pieces,"
"pierce the dragon," and "dry up the sea, the waters of the
great deep," so that He made the depth of the sea a way for
the redeemed. Thus drying up the sea is paralleled with
cutting Rahab in pieces. Here, however, the emphasis is laid
upon Yahweh
'
s redeeming of His people through the waters of
the great deep, at the time of the Exodus (see chapter 5 for
a detailed study) . Rahab is identified with the sea as in the
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passage of Job 26:12; "By his power he stilled the sea, by
his understanding he smote Rahab." To "crush Rahab like a
carcass" is identical to "scatter thy enemies with thy
mighty arm" (Ps. 89:9f.).
Deep . The sea is also closely related to the deep in
the poetical passages. Thus in Jonah 2:2f., "out of the
belly of Sheol" Jonah cried, for Yahweh cast him "into the
deep," "into the heart of the seas." In another instance,
the deep is used to parallel the sea (Job 28:14). The deep,
the heart of the sea, is thought to be "the seat of the gods"
according to Ezekiel 28:2 though Ezekiel used the phrase
metaphorically. It was thought of as a "place for the
spreading of nets" (Ezek. 26:5). It was said that a "serpent"
lived at the bottom of the sea. Furthermore, the deep is
often related to death; thus, it is identical with "the Pit"
(Ezek. 28:8, 26:19f.), "Sheol," (Amos 9:3) and "the nether
world" (Ezek. 27:32). The deep is also related to sin; thus,
the prophet Micah says, "Thou wilt cast all our sins into the
depths of the sea" (Mic. 7:19). Finally, the deep is men
tioned as "the channels of the sea," that is, the "foundation
of the world" (II Sam. 22:16). It is "roots of the sea"
(Job 36:30), "springs of the sea" (Job 38:16), and "the depths
of the sea" (Ps . 68 :22) .
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The Psalmist praises the greatness of the Lord in the
following verse: "Whatever the Lord pleases he does, in
heaven and on earth, in the seas and all deeps" (Ps. 135:6).
It is Yahweh that set the earth "on its foundation" (Ps. 104:
5), that is, "the foundation of the world" which is the deep.
Thus He has a sovereign power over all creation. Only
Yahweh, the Maker of all, deserves the praises of the
"heavens and earth, the seas and everything that moves there
in" (Ps. 69:34; cf . Ex. 20:11).
The motif of the roaring of the sea is another charac
teristic of poetical passages in the Old Testament. The
expression, "let the sea roar," is noticed in the context of
praise or joy. It is used as a parallel to expressions such
as "let the earth rejoice" (Ps. 96:11), "let the hills sing
for joy" (Ps. 98:8), and "Sing to the Lord a new song" (Isa.
42:10). Then, the roaring of the sea is metaphorically used
in several passages, in order to explain "the roar of nations,"
"the thunder of many people" (Isa. 17:12), "the wicked" (Isa.
57:20), and the sound of "cruel" men (Jer. 6:23). People melt
in fear and are troubled "like the sea which cannot be quiet"
(Jer. 49:23). In Ps . 65:7 the roaring of the seas is used to
parallel "the roaring of their waves," and "the tumult of the
people." However, the mighty power of Yahweh "stills" the
roaring of the sea, in order to show Himself the God of all
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peoples (Ps. 65:7). The same Yahweh "stirs up" the sea so
that its waves roar (Isa. 51:15; cf. Jer. 31:35). Yahweh is
the Lord over the sea who controls even its roaring.
The sea is also used metaphorically in the Old Testa
ment to show mightiness, fullness, wealthiness and vastness.
For example, the Psalmist used the expression, "mightier than
the waves of the sea" (Ps. 93:4). Another pertinent passage
reads, "Full of knowledge of the Lord as the waters cover the
sea" (Isa. 11:9, Hab. 2:14). "Righteousness" is like the
waves of the sea (Isa. 48:18). "Wealth of the nations" is
"the abundance of the sea" (Isa. 60:5). Finally in Lamenta
tions 2:13 the expression appears, "vast is your ruin as the
sea." Thus the sea is poetically used in the various contexts.
Mightiness and vastness as well as wealthiness or fullness are
the attributes or qualities given to the sea by the people,
who knew from their earliest history the Great Sea, the
Mediterranean Sea.
VII. SUMMARY
This chapter has sought to answer the question of what
the material meanings of the sea were to the writers of the
Old Testament literatures . This has been done inductively by
the method of word study of the Hebrew word yam . According
to the result of the word study, (1) the sea was simply a
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handiwork of God who is transcendent over the creation,
(2) the sea was continually controlled by Yahweh throughout
history, especially in the Exodus event, (3) the sea was
familiar in Israel's daily life from early history, (4) the
sea was an important element in Israel's eschatology, and
(5) the sea was used metaphorically in the poetical passages
where it was identified with the dragon, Rahab, or Leviathan,
and the deep .
It is now appropriate to consider the symbolical
meanings of the sea in the Old Testament in their relation
to the so-called chaos-motif or dragon-motif of the pagan
mythologies .
CHAPTER III
SYMBOLISM OF THE SEA IN THE OLD TESTAMENT
I . INTRODUCTION
The general usages of the term yam in the Old Testament
were surveyed in the previous chapter. Material meanings of
the sea in Israel are various, and the sea took a significant
role in the life of the Israelite people. The sea was used
metaphorically in the poetical passages. The sea was closely
related to the dragon-motif as shown by the pagan mythological
terms within the several passages cited from the Old Testament.
Task. It is the task of this chapter, therefore, to
grasp the syrabolical meanings of the sea in the Old Testament,
focusing attention on the so-called chaos-motif, or the
dragon-motif in the Old Testament literatures. In this
present chapter, a general understanding of the problem of
this motif is proposed in relation to some pagan mythological
conceptions .
Method. First, the sea is discussed in the context of
Israelite cosmology in its broad sense. Second, its relation
ships with pagan mythological concepts of the sea are investi
gated in terms of the creation tradition. Third, the creation
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tradition is examined in the relationship with the Exodus
tradition in Israel.
II. ISRAELITE COSMOLOGY
Discussion in the previous chapter showed that the
sea was one of the handiworks of Yahweh, who is the maker
of all things, heven and earth as well as the sea. He was
the one who gave the name to a gathering of the waters under
the heavens: the sea was brought into existence by God and
was seen as good by Him. God the Almighty was totally tran
scendent over the nature which was created by Him through
His Word.
To the ancient Hebrews , the world was not an ordered
organism, as it was to the Greeks. The world was not a
self-existent universe but a creation of the self -existent
God, Yahweh, "the cause of all things." Israel saw Yahweh
as "much more directly at work in all that goes on in the
world. "-^ Thus, Israel's conception of the world came as a
response to the creative and providential action of Yahweh.
As far as external cosmological material is concerned,
^Gerhard von Rad, The Theology of Israel ' s Historical
Traditions (Vol. I of Old Testament Theology. 2 vols; trans.
D.M.G. Stalker. Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1962), p. 152.
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however, the Israelites shared conunon phenoinenological ideas
with ancient peoples in the Near East. Edmond Jacob says,
"a representation of the world as a three-storey building in
Exodus 20:4^ rests as much upon observational data as upon
certain mythical concepts."-^ However, the Israelites pic
tured the world as "heaven and earth" (Gen. 1:1) , being based
simply on the empirical data of the world. In another word,
they had an eye-witness account of the creation of the world.
Therefore Hebrew thinking on this subject was neither mytho
poetic^ nor intellectual. Israel's way of thinking belongs
to what Albright calls an "empirico-logical" 5 mentality.
Thus Israel's cosmology deeply depended upon response to the
creative and providential action of Yahweh in the world. It
is at this point that the originality and independence of
Israel's creation idea becomes clear. Therefore, against
2rsv reads: You shall not make for yourself a graven
image, or any likeness of anything that is in heaven above,
or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under
the earth.
^Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament , p. 145.
'^Frankfort, mentioning originality of the Old Testament,
says, "(The) conception of God (who transcends every phenome
non) represents so high a degree of abstraction that, in
reaching it, the Hebrews seem to have left the realm of mytho
poetic thought." Henri Frankfort, Mrs. H.A. Frankfort, John
A. Wilson and Thorkild Jacobsen, Before Philosophy (Baltimore:
Penguin Books, 1949, 1967), p. 243f.
5w.F. Albright, History , Archaeology and Christian
Humanism (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1964), p. 67.
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Jacob's opinion, a world view in Exodus 20:4 does not rest
upon any mythical concepts. Thus, even though Israel shared
external cosmological material with her contemporaries, she
acknowledged the hands of Yahweh, the Creator of the world,
who is totally transcendent from His creation.
Facing this reality, the writers of the Old Testament
used vivid imagery to express their appreciation of God's
creation, unlike the pagan usage of a mythological way of
thinking, that is, theogony. Kaufman says, "The absence of
theogony is neither an accident nor the reflection of a
primitive premythological religious level." The religion of
the Old Testament conceived "a radically new idea."^ The
God of the Old Testament is totally independent of all
existence. It is God's revelation of the reality of the
universe that gives vividness to the Israelites ' expression
of reality. At this point, the view of the Old Testament
is completely different from that of myth, which B.S. Childs
defines as an "expression of man's understanding of reality."
Jacob^ and von Rad^ suggest that the Bible writers
^Yehezkel Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel ; From Its
Beginnings to the Babylonian Exile , trans. Mosche Greenberg
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1960), p. 66.
^Childs, Myth and Reality , p. 17.
^cf. Jacob, loc . cit.
^von Rad, The Theology of Israel 's Historical Tradi
tions , p. 152.
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thought of heaven as something stable, as a gigantic vault,
forming an arch above the earth with the waters of the
firmament standing over it. By its solidity the celestial
vault separated the terrestrial ocean from the celestial
and its rupture would be equivalent to the return of primeval
chaos. However, as Barton Payne says, Genesis 1:6-8, on the
ypn, raq^ *'a , refers to the appearance of the "expanse" of
the atmosphere between the clouds and the newly formed waters
on the earth. �'�'^ It does not refer to a "firmament," as if
heaven were some firm or hard dome. It must not be forgotten
that the men of the Old Testament were capable of vivid imagery
and cannot be treated as "wooden literalists" . The theologi
cal meaning of their language about heaven can be understood
without recourse to the above hypotheses. Heaven is the
present abode of God and His angels , the ultimate destination
of His saints on earth. The reality of heaven to the
Israelites is always God Himself, and the subject of this
imagery is the relationship of God to His creation.
The earth was conceived, says von Rad, as a disc
"founded upon pillars" above the waters of chaos underneath.
However, phrases such as "pillars of the earth," "foundations
-�-^J. Barton Payne, The Theology of the Older Testament
(Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan Publishing House, 1962),
p. 133.
of the earth" (I Sam. 2:8; Ps . 102:25) are simply poetic ex
pressions from early Semitic which do not imply a doctrine
of a table-like surface upon supports.H When the Psalms
speak of the "foundations of the earth" (as in 104:5) , the
reference is simply a poetic one to earth's established
order. The Bible nowhere teaches that the world is held up
by literal, solid, supporting posts. On the contrary.
Scripture, in God-given knowledge, declares. "God hangs the
earth upon nothing" (Job 26:7). ^2 Qod does not raise up the
earth out of primeval waters. The idea of creation out of
nothing is here given clear poetic expression. The "water
under the earth" (Ex. 20:4) is probably subterranean springs
and pools,
"'�'^
and it is poetically referred to as the sea in
its broad sense here, as a contrast with heaven above and the
earth beneath. It was Yahweh, the Maker of all the heaven,
the earth and the sea, who spoke the second commandment: "You
shall not make for yourself a graven image, or any likeness
11k. A. Kitchen, "Earth," The New Bible Dictionary , ed.
J.D. Douglas (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publish
ing Co. , 1962) , p. 329 .
12
Payne, 0�. cit . , p. 138.
�^-"Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel , p. 68.
l^Kitchen, loc. cit.
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of anything that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth
beneath, or that is in the water under the earth" (Ex. 20:4).
The same Yahweh brought Israel out of the land of Egypt, out
of the house of bondage.
III. CHAOS -MOTIF
Genesis 1:2 reads that "the earth was without form and
void, and darkness was upon the face of the deep; and the
Spirit of God was moving over the face of the waters." Some
suggest that this was the pre-condition of God's creation.
The water ly chaos, "the sea" and "darkness," was not created
by Yahweh, but was simply subjected to him,l^ says Jacob.
Accordingly the Genesis 1 account of the creation is that of
"order out of chaos, "�'"^ not that of "creation ex nihilo."
But is this section of Scripture describing the "positive
17
matter comprising the chaos," as Childs contends?
Since Gunkei 's phenomenological approach to this text,
it has been commonly recognized that an etymological equiva
lence exists in the names, Dinn, t^hom, "deep," in Genesis
1:2 and Tiamat in the Babylonian creation myth, Enuma elish .
-^^Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament, p. 140.
l^George A.F. Knight, A Christian Theology of the Old
Testament (Richmond, Virginia: John Knox Press, 1959), p. 100.
l^Childs, Myth and Reality, p. 34.
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Though coming from the same root, the two words do not denote
the same thing. Tiamat is a mythical personification of the
primeval waters. In the Old Testament, t^hom is "nothing
but a designation for the deep, the sea, the ocean, or any
large body of water. ""^^ In Genesis 1:2, t^hom refers to the
vast expanse of water from which the waters above the firma
ment were separated on the second day and out of which the
dry land emerged on the third day. The observation was made
in the last chapter that the "deep" is completely under the
control of Yahweh. The sea is simply a handiwork of Yahweh,
the Maker of all creation.
While the Hebrew t^hom is philologically equivalent
of Tiamat, it is grammatically impossible to derive t^hom
from Tiamat. Heidel concludes that the two terms actually
are common Semitic words, ultimately going back to one and
the same form.^^ Therefore it is not necessary to conclude
that "t^hom is connected with a primeval battle which
initiates the creation" as in Babylonian mythology.
In the several poetical passages, names of the mytho-
l^Heidel, The Babylonian Genesis , p. 99-
l^Ibid. , p. 100.
20childs, o�. cit . , p. 37.
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logical dragon, that is. Leviathan and Rahab, are mentioned.
Yahweh 's battle with Rahab, the dragon. Leviathan, the sea,
or the fleeing serpent, however, is hardly illuminated by
reference to the myth of Marduk's defeat of Tiamat. Ugarit
allusions to the defeat of Lotan, the fleeing serpent, or
Yam, show that the influence is Canaanite rather than Baby
lonian. The Ugaritic allusions do not indicate that these
battles had cosmogonic significance as did the battle of
Marduk with Tiamat. ^1 Nor does the biblical material speak
of battles preceding the creation of the world as the Baby
lonian account does. Yahweh ' s battles with primeval monsters
are not struggles between gods for world dominion. The
battle is between God and certain of His creatures^^ in
historical dimension.
Jacobsen, however, recently wrote in an article that
the battle between Marduk and Tiamat in Enuma elish as well
as that between Ba'al and Yam in a myth from Ras Shamra is
a "battle of the elements, of forces in nature, a battle
between the thunderstorm and the sea." Such a battle is well
known from elsewhere in the Ancient Near East. In Ugarit
on the shore of the Mediterranean, Jacobsen says, the common
sight of a thunderstorm attracted to the sea, and spending
'^-'�Anderson, Creation versus Chaos , p. 25, says, "the
myth of Baal's victory over the waters has no connection with
the theme of creation."
^^Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel , p. 62.
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its fury as it moved out over the sea, inspired a mytho
poetic rendering in terms of a battle between the power in
the thunderstorm and the power in the sea. In Mesopotamia,
in Babylon, on the other hand, all incentive for such form-
giving was absent. The sea was far away to the South, and
thus had no part in their world as known of their own
experience. Then, Jacobsen assumes that "the story of the
battle between the god of thunderstorms and the sea origina
ted on the coast of the Mediterranean and wandered eastward
from there to Babylon." Such an assumption is far more easy
to accept, for the chief god of Babylon, Marduk, was from
the oldest times a god of thunderstorms . A story told about
a victory of the god of thunder would naturally be met with
interest and ready acceptance . ^3
According to Gunkei, Israel was influenced by Meso-
potamian traditions at the dawn of Israel's history.
Albright holds that the cosmogonic elements in Genesis 1 go
back mainly to pre-Israelite times, perhaps even to the
first half of the second millennium B.C. They were brought
by patriarchal migrations from Mesopotamia to Palestine, where
-^�^Thorkild Jacobsen, "The Battle between Marduk and
Tiamat," Journal of the Ainerican Oriental Society , LXXXVIII
no. 1 (Jan. -Mar., 1968), 106-7.
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they were later blended with Canaanite my thology . Childs
also mentions that "the chaos myth entered Israel's tradi
tion from Northern Mesopotamia, but as the Hebrews came in
contact with the Canaanite mythology they used it to fill
in this original mythical tradition." However, according
to Jacobsen 's assumption, the motif of battles between the
god of thunderstorms and the sea was brought to Babylon
from the coast of the Mediterranean, with the Amorites,^^
who, as Albright holds, brought the oral traditions to the
Upper Euphrates region during the period following 2000 B.C.,
since by 1750 B.C. the main cities from Syria to Babylon
were ruled by Araorite dynasties. These traditions were then
brought from northern Mesopotamia by the Hebrew ancestors
into Canaan before the middle of the second millenium. Thus
Mesopotamian mythology and Canaanite mythology became
27
historically related to each other, though m the Ugarit
myths the battles are not connected with the original
^"^W.F. Albright, "The Babylonian Matter in the Pre-
deuteronomic Primeval History (JE) in Gen. 1-11," Journal of
Biblical Literature, LVIII (1939), 91-103. (Cf. Albright,
FSAC, p. 238 ) .
^^childs. Myth and Reality , p. 38.
26jacobsen, 0�. cit. , p. 108.
27cf . Anderson, Creation versus Chaos , p. 53, says:
It is hard to believe that the many allusions to the
struggle with the dragon of chaos (Rahab, Leviathan, the
Serpent, sea. Floods) were only imported later to serve a
poetic metaphors for the Yahweh Faith.
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creation of the world, as in Enuma elish. It must be
noticed here, however, as McKenzie says, that "the Old Testa
ment allusions cannot be traced back to any definite pattern."
The Babylonian literature shows that variant forms of the
myths existed, even in writing. Hence the mythological
allusions of the Old Testament cannot be synthesized. The
Hebrews also knew the myths m variant forms. The writers
of the Old Testament mainly used these mythological allusions
for the purpose of poetic expression. They could make use of
popular terms of mythologies for their effective explanations
of reality, a reality totally different from that of their
contemporaries .
IV. CREATION TRADITION
While in the Babylonian creation myth Enuma elish
there was a time before world reality had been formed in
which there existed only a watery chaos, in the Genesis view
of creation the transcendent God created the world "in the
beginning" when He also created time. To the pagan under
standing of reality, "Creation" was a reforming of the pre-
existent matter into the present world order. The pagan
It is more plausible that the motif of the struggle
with chaos was carried along on the streams of Israel's
religion from early times and only gradually was absorbed
into her historical faith.
28McKenzie, "A Note on Ps . 73 (74 ) : 13-15 , " pp. 275-282.
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concept of creation, characterized by theogony, is "order out
of chaos" rather than "creation out of nothing." To the
contrary, Kaufmann mentions, "lacking a theogony, the Bible
has no need of a pre-existent realm. "^9
In the Old Testament the creation traditions are well
preserved in Genesis 1 and 2, and Psalm 104 (which will be
studied in detail in the following chapter) . Some have
suggested that concepts of creation are recognized in
several poetical passages, which include the so-called chaos
motifs. "In rejecting the primeval uncreated principle,"
says McKenzie, "the Hebrews did not abandon it altogether."
According to him, there are a number of allusions to
creation imagined as a victory of the creative deity over a
chaotic monster, e.g.. Psalms 74:13-15, 89:9,10; Isaiah 27:1,
51:9,10; Job 26:12, 13. But it should be noticed that these
allusions occur only in poetry, and that no consistent form
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of the myth can be reconstructed from the Hebrew allusions.
Was there any "primeval uncreated principle" which
Yahweh had to reject in order to create the world, as
McKenzie mentioned? Jacob also holds that "in spite of
29Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel , p. 68.
30]yicKenzie , Myths and Realities , p. 96.
31ibid.
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perfection creation is unceasingly menaced by two forces
which have not been created by Yahweh but have simply been
subjected to him, namely darkness and the sea, residues of
the chaos which existed before creation ." Thus, Herbert
G. May suggests a "cosmic dualism" in several poetical
passages of the chaos-motif such as Isaiah 17:12-14, Psalm
89:10 and Habakkuk 3:13-15, interpreting "Rahab," "many
waters," "the seas" and "dragon" as the "enemies" which had
to be quelled by Yahweh before creation could begin, and
which must ever be defeated by Him as He continues His
activity in history. -^-^
However, nowhere does the Old Testament mention that
the cosmic elements were fashioned out of pre-existent stuff.
Thus, Kaufmann suggests about the meaning of Genesis 1:1, 2
that "God first created the ^7\D1 Tiin , tohu wabohu ,
i.e., upper space, darkness, water, and earth which was
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covered by water. As seen m the previous chapter, the
sea as well as heaven and the earth was made by Yahweh. The
sea is just a handiwork of God, who Himself willed the
existence of it. God saw it as good. There could be no
Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament, p. 140.
May, "Some Cosmic Connotations," p. 11.
Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel, p. 68.
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"antinomies" between the sea and the earth, for both were
simply under the sovereign power of the Creator.
Therefore one can reject the opinion that in the
creation tradition of the Old Testament "two different
concepts of the reality of the world were in conflict," as
Childs says.
� The Old Testament understanding need not
have destroyed its rival in a slow process of assimilation,
for, to the writers of the Old Testament, the reality has
been always the same and one God from the beginning. Though
God's way of revealing Himself and His will to the people
of Israel through men of God was progressive in the context
of Old Testament history, Yahweh has ever been the Lord of
creation as well as history. He need not have fought with
cosmic elements in order to keep His Lordship. Yahweh 's
battle with Rahab and the dragon in poetic passages was
merely "episodes, evidences of divine power that were suit-
37
able embellishment for hymns."
The writers of the Old Testament did not regard the
battles as crucial for the fate of the cosmos. The fact of
35jacob, 0�. cit . , p. 147, suggests the "antinomies",
that is, opposition between the earth and the sea, in the
first chapter of Genesis.
Childs, Myth and Reality, p. 39.
37Kaufmann, o�. cit. , p. 292.
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sin was the crucial reality to them. The story of Genesis
intends to interpret "the order of the world," which was
corrupted by the fact of sin, not by the presence of "cosmic
evil and wickedness ." In paganism, with its plurality of
divine principles, the presence of evil was no particular
problem. But in Israelite religion the origin of evil is
understood only by way of the abuse of free will on the part
of created beings, angelic and human. Even the serpent
which in Genesis 3 took the role of tempting man into sin
was simply a "creature that the Lord God had made" (Gen. 3:1).
Therefore, as Kaufmann mentions, it is highly significant
that biblical legend did not root sin and evil in Rahab or
the dragon and did not make of them embodiments of cosmic
evil that Yahweh had to subjugate.
In conclusion of this section, it must be said that
the real concern of the Old Testament creation tradition is
the "revelation of the absolute omnipotence of God," and
that "in so far as nothing equal or comparable to this power
�^�May, "Some Cosmic Connotations," p. 12, says,
"Yahweh 's conquest over the enemies of Israel, whether at the
Red Sea, or in the present, or at the beginning of the new
age (cf. Isa. 27:1) is a victory over cosmic evil and wicked
ness, over the demonic, or more properly the dragonic . There
is a deep insight here into the conflict which exists in the
world between light and darkness, between chaos and cosmos."
Thus, May holds cosmic dualism in the Old Testament.
^^Kaufmann, loc. cit.
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plays any part, the ultimate aim of Genesis 1 is the same
as that of our own formula of creation ex nihilo . "^^ The
Genesis narrative represents the world as a product of God's
benign will. Genesis 1 pronounces each act of creation good.'*'^
The high point is reached in the creation of man in God's
image. The evil was first explicitly made known as the
fact of sin. Old Testament cosmogony does not handle the
origin of evil, as in pagan cosmogonic myths. The primary
purpose of the Genesis narrative of creation must be under
stood in relation to the two fundamental facts of human
being, that is, the reality of sin and the necessity of
redemption which was completed with the events of the life,
death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ, the Son of God.
The Bible seems to be silent concerning the problem of the
origin of evil, though its presence is frequently mentioned
by the names of Satan, the devils, and evil spirits. But
even these evil spirits are under the control of the sovereign
'^^Eichrodt, Theology of the Old Testament, Vol. II,
p. 101. It is from this angle that P. Reymond approaches the
question in his attractive study, L ' eau , sa vie, et sa
signification dans 1 'Ancien Testament fSupplements to Vetus
Testamentum, Vol. VI; Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1958).
^-^Ibid . , p. 108. Eichrodt says, "Because according to
Israel's belief both matter and form proceed from God's
creative power, both must be good, that is, both must corre
spond to his purpose." Therefore, "any idea of an alien
power in the universe is to be rejected" (Amos 3:6; Isa. 41:
23) .
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power of Yahweh.
V. EXODUS -GREAT ION TRADITION
Some scholars have observed that in several poetical
passages Israel's creation tradition is fused with its
Exodus historical tradition. Isaiah 51:9f. reads as follows:
9. Awake, awake, put on strength,
O arm of the Lord;
awake , as in days of old ,
the generations of long ago.
Was it not thou that didst cut Rahab in pieces,
that didst pierce the dragon?
10. Was it not thou that didst dry up the sea,
the waters of the great deep;
that didst make the depths of the sea a way
for the redeemed to pass over?
In verse 9, says Frank M. Cross, the allusion is to the
cosmogonic myth, the battle of creation, in which the monster
of chaos is slain by God, who thereby establishes kingship.
Suddenly in verse 10 the myth is penetrated by historical
memory; the battle with the dragon Sea becomes the redemption
from Egypt. Thus creation and redemption are fused in a
poetic identification . '^2 B^t does verse 9 really mention
Yahweh 's battle of creation against the chaos-dragon? Ludwig
Koehler asserts that the idea of God's constant struggle
^^Frank M. Cross, "The Divine Warrior in Israel's
Early Cult," p. 29.
^^Ludwig Koehler, Old Testament Theology , trans. A.S.
Todd (London: Lutterworth Press, 1957), p. 89f.
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for the defense of His work is seen in Isaiah 51:9 where God
is pictured as "the conquering hero," or a warrior-hero.
But is it derived from His victory over chaos in "creation,"
as McKenzie denotes? '^^ In the mighty deeds of Yahweh for
His people, in this passage Yahweh appears as the lord of
history .
Childs recognizes Isaiah 51:9f. as dependent on the
Canaanite tradition "without reference to the creation. "^^
Here, the expressions such as "cut Rahab in pieces," and
"pierce the dragon" are used metaphorically to describe the
evidence of divine power in the historical event of Exodus.
Emphasis is laid upon Yahweh 's redeeming of His people
through the waters of the great deep at the time of the
Exodus event. Thus, "the vocabulary of the nature myths of
Canaan was used extensively but it was set in a historical
context. "^^
Therefore, von Rad is incorrect when he mentions that
"the inclusion of the creation faith in the soteriological
pattern of thought is here complete," and that "in the one
'^'iMcKenzie, Myths and Realities , p. 97.
45childs, Myth and Reality, p. 38, note 3. However,
Childs self -contradictorily regards tfhom in Isaiah 51:9-10
as being connected with a primeval battle which initiates the
creationd), Cf . p. 37.
^^Wright, God Who Acts, p. 48.
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figure of the fight with the dragon of chaos, faith in
creation and faith in history can be seen together." Accord
ing to von Rad, Yahweh 's creation of the world is always
dependent upon faith in history. And this "soteriological
understanding of the work of creation" he holds as the
"original expression of the Yahweh-faith about Yahweh, the
Creator of the world." Thus "within the true Yahweh-faith,
the creation-faith never achieved independent entity." This
is von Rad's main thesis. The forms of expression of this
faith are, according to him, almost exclusively the "mytho
logical element of the fight with the chaos-dragon."^^
However, as has been shown before, the writers of the
Old Testament do not regard this fight of Yahweh with the
chaos-dragon as crucial for their creation tradition. The
usages of mythological vocabularies are for the vividness of
Israel's imagery in their poetical expressions. Though the
^'B.D. Napier, "On Creation-Faith in the Old Testament:
A Survey," Interpretation, XVI (1962), pp. 21-28, that is,
a summary of von Rad's theory of creation-faith. Cf. Gerhard
von Rad, The Problem of the Hexateuch and Other Essays , trans.
E.W. Trueman Dicken (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1966),
pp. 131-143. Cf. Anderson, Creation versus Chaos , p. 38,
says, "From the Exodus, Israel looked back to the creation,
confessing that the God who was active at the beginning of
her history was likewise active at the beginning of the world's
history. This is the theological significance of Gerhard von
Rad's traditio-historical analysis of the Pentateuch."
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language of the old Canaanite creation myths , which were
very popular in those days, were transferred to Yahweh, the
myths were never elaborated in the Old Testament. Allusions
of languages from pagan creation myths in several poetical
passages such as Isaiah 51 do not automatically show the
creative work of Yahweh.
In his recent book, Bernhard W. Anderson handles
aspect of chaos that threatens both the order of creation
and the course of history. According to him, "the creation-
faith was at least incipient in the Exodus-faith." Israel,
however, in reaction to the prevailing nature religions,
4 8
"gave the belief a secondary place." In the premonarchic
period "the creation-faith and the Exodus-faith existed side
by side without being harmonized completely ." In the
Israelite festivals such heavy emphasis was placed on Yahweh ' s
deeds in history "that creation was a central theological
concern only in the sense of the creation of the people, that
is, creation as a historical event." Thus, basically follow
ing von Rad's theory, Anderson denies the idea of creation in
'*�Anderson, Creation versus Chaos , p. 52f .
49ibid. , p. 54.
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in the cosmic sense to be a primary concern of Yahweh faith.
He understands the creation-faith as demythologized, being
related to the "soteriological drama of the Yahweh faith. "^^
Problems of these theories will be handled in the
following chapters in terms of symbolism of the sea in the
creation tradition and in the Exodus tradition.
50ibid. , p. 55.
CHAPTER IV
THE SEA IN THE CREATION TRADITION
I . INTRODUCTION
The creation tradition in the Old Testament was briefly
surveyed in the last chapter in relation to the chaos-motif
in the pagan creation myths . Using the terminology of the
myth of creation in the ancient Near East, the writers of the
Old Testament made use of it for the purpose of vivid imagery
without reference to the creation. In this chapter. Psalm 104
will be specifically studied, focusing on the symbolism of
the sea in the Israelite creation tradition.
Task. It is therefore the task of this chapter to
grasp the role of the sea in the creation tradition, focusing
upon the creation Psalm, Psalm 104, in its relationship to
the Genesis accounts of creation in order that an adequate
solution to the problems of myth and history might be given,
and a proper background laid for the problem of the Exodus-
creation tradition of Yahweh-faith.
Method. First, the relationship between the Genesis
account of creation and the creation Psalm, Psalm 104, will
be discussed. Then a brief survey of Egyptian background
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^^11 be made, in preparation for an adequate understanding
of the symbolism of the sea and waters in Psalm 104, in the
context of Hebrew monotheism.
II. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GENESIS 1 AND PSALM 104
The central theme of Psalm 104 is Yahweh as world
creator and sustainer. This psalm is, according to Jacob,
in some respects the most complete account of creation; like
the narratives of Genesis it equally emphasizes the unity
of the creation. It expresses in less solemn but much more
picturesque language "the interdependence binding together
the various parts of the cosmos."-^
The relation of this "nature-hymn" to the narrative of
creation in the first chapters of Genesis is, says Weiser,
like "that of a coloured picture to the clear lines of a
2
woodcut." However, that does not mean that both have their
origin in a common cultic tradition. Rather, the psalmist
seems quite familiar with one of the creation narratives
known to Israel. Using vivid imageries in his poetical
expressions, the psalmist reveals a viewpoint essentially
Ijacob, Theology of the Old Testament , p. 147.
^Artur Weiser, The Psalms ; A Commentary , trans. Herbert
Hartwell (The Old Testament Library , eds. G. Ernest Wright,
John Bright, James Barr, and Peter Ackroyd. Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1962), p. 666.
the same as the account of the Genesis narratives . The
poetic explanation of his reality is confronted with the
activities of Yahweh as the creator and sustainer, as the
same and unchanging God in every detail of history and in
the events of nature.
As to the general considerations regarding the dates
of the psalm, both von Rad and Eichrodt hold that Psalm 10 4
belongs to a later period,"^ while Oesterley holds it to be
a pre-exilic psalm.
^
However, Psalm 104, which praises
Yahweh as world creator and sustainer, is an ancient psalm,
a product of the early religion, like Psalms 33:5, 36:7, and
145:9. Amos treats it as self-evident that Yahweh looks
after all nations (l:3ff.). Neither he nor any other prophet
emphasizes the idea as a new one. As Kaufmann mentions,
the conception of divine providence as universal is not a
later development, but an ancient element of Israelite
religion.
^
The psalmist's picture of the world, says Weiser, bears
^von Rad, The Theology of Israel ' s Historical Traditions
p. 3 60; On the whole, von Rad says, the later hymns are much
more directed towards Yahweh 's wonderous will for order and
regularity in the world. Cf . Eichrodt, Theology of the Old
Testament , Vol. II, p. 155.
'^W.O.E. Oesterley, The Psalms : Translated with Text-
critical and Exegetical Notes (London: S.P.C.K. , 1953) , p. 440
^Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel, p. 296.
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the imprint of the spirit of his age and, in composing the
psalm he has made use of the most varied features of the
contemporary world view- However, Psalm 104 is to be
looked at through Genesis 1. The psalmist's reality in this
psalm is the "very great" God who, as the Maker of all things,
is transcendent to the world. Sharing with her contempor
aries the external phenomena of the universe, Israel always
acknowledged Yahweh ' s mighty hand both in nature and in the
course of history.
III. BACKGROUND OF PSALM 104
According to the thesis of von Rad, "within the true
Yahweh-faith the creation-faith never achieved independent
7
entity." Since Psalm 104 is a witness to an unqualified
and independent creation-faith, according to him, this
psalm cannot be taken as fully original witness to the Yahweh-
faith of Israel. The idea in the psalm, then, came from
outside the Yahweh-faith, and at the same time it gave suit
able expression to Israel's own religious view of Yahweh 's
creation of the world. Thus, von Rad holds that the Egyptian
Weiser, loc . cit .
Napier, "On Creation-Faith in the Old Testament," p. 28.
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Hymn to Aten has considerably stimulated the poet in Psalm
104 .8
Thus the Egyptian contemplation of nature, Akhenaten's
Hymn to the Sun, is thought to have influenced Israel's
view. Akhenaten (ca. 1370-1353 B.C.)^ was a ruler during
the Araarna period, and is best known for his monotheistic
interests. In that "Hymn to Aten," Aten is explicitly
addressed as "the only god, beside whom there is no other,"
as maker and sustainer of Syria and Nubia as well as Egypt,
as creator of everything, lord of the universe, including
the most distant lands. �'�^ Indeed, the resemblance in places
is so striking that it has been argued that the psalmist
must have had some knowledge of the Egyptian poem.
However, it is strange that the psalmist did not
utilize other parts of the Hymn which would have served his
purpose equally well."'""'" Furthermore, the comparison of
''Ibid. , p. 26f .
^Cf . John Bright, A History of Israel (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press). See chronological charts at the end.
I'^W.F. Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity :
Monotheism and the Historical Process (second edition; Double-
day Anchor Books; New York: Doubleday Co., Inc., 1957),
p. 221.
�'��'�According to Oesterley, in Psalm 104, only verses 1-5
and 10-26 are parallels with Hymn to Aten; verses 4-9 are
from Babylonian sources. Cf . Oesterley, The Psalm, p. 440.
Psalm 104 with the Egyptian "Hymn to Aten" clearly shows
two distinct conceptions of nature; the Egyptian hymn is
addressed to Aten, the solar disc: "You rise at the
horizon, you illumine the earth," etc.; the Psalm on the
contrary says: "who coverest thyself with light as with a
garment" (v. 2) .-^^ While in the Egyptian Hymn the sun is
the creator, in the Hebrew psalm the sun is just a part of
the handiwork of Yahweh.
One might think that the resemblances between the two
works can be accounted for by their common monotheistic
approach to the world of nature. However, there was no
ethical quality in Atenism; even the great Hymn expresses
nothing more than Aten's general benevolence in creating and
sustaining life. There is therefore no evidence of a
common view in Atenism and Hebrew ethical monotheism.
Though some scholars suggest the appearance of actual
borrowing from the ancient Egyptian hymn of praise to the
sun-god , �'�'^ resemblances in the creation psalm. Psalm 104, do
not in themselves constitute proof of direct dependence.
Egyptologists today do not usually consider that Akhenaten's
12jacob, Theology of the Old Testament, p. 74.
�^�^K.A. Kitchen, "Egypt," The New Bible Dictionary,
p. 351.
l^Oesterley , loc. cit.
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"Hymn to Aten" inspired parts of Psalm 104. The same
universalism and adoration of the deity as creator and
sustainer occurs in hymns to Amun both before and after
the date of the Aten Hymn, and these other hymns could have
carried certain concepts down to the age of Hebrew psalmody. 1
And yet, since the same universalism occurs just as early
in West Asia, the emphasis on direct relationship between
Egyptian hymns and Hebrew psalms can lead one into hasty
generalization. The Israelites shared a common phenomeno
logical view of the world, the ever-changing universe, in
which they recognized the unchanging hand of Yahweh. The
resemblances between Egyptian hymns and Hebrew psalms may
well be due to a quite independent functioning of the human
mind or even to a common heritage set in the broad historical
background of cultural interrelationships during the Bronze
Age .
IV. THE SEA IN PSALM 104
The concepts of creation in Psalm 104 need not be
interpreted through Egyptian influences. They should rather
l^Kitchen, 0�. cit. , p. 348; Cf . Albright, o�. cit. ,
p. 214f. John Bright, A History of Israel, p. lOOf., says,
"Less than a century before Moses a religion of monotheistic
character had emerged in Egypt," and "tendencies in a mono
theistic direction were not unknown in the second millennium
B.C."
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be set in the context of the Hebrew creation tradition which
has been preserved from earliest times in the form of
Genesis narratives. The psalm itself belongs to the Bronze
Age. What is expressed here is not so much a scientific way
of thinkingl^ as an empirico-logical way of thinking. The
understanding of reality among writers of the Old Testament
does not basically change, because God's revelation of His
deeds and words in history as well as in nature was essen
tially the same, that is, revelation of His will.
Waters (vss. 5-9). Some suggest in these verses
echoes of Babylonian belief s . "'�'^ Von Rad sees in this psalm
of praise "the strongly mythological concepts of the struggle
With the Chaos dragon." � But is it necessary to read in
the text the influence of Babylonian mythology? What does
the text really say? It reads;
-�-"von Rad, The Theology of Israel ' s Historical Tradi
tions, p. 361, says that in the later songs (to which Psalm
104 belongs) "a profound change has come over the way of
thinking, for they echo a stronger and more rational endeavour
at understanding."
1 7
Oesterley, o�. cit. , p. 442f. According to him,
there seem to be Egyptian parallels (which he thinks are
actual borrowings) in vss. 1-5, 10-26, while in vss. 4-9 he
finds Babylonian echoes 1 Oesterley 's view seems to be a
hasty generalization.
von Rad, o�. cit. , p. 360.
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5. Thou didst set the earth on its foundations,
so that it should never be shaken.
6. Thou didst cover it with the deep as with a garment;
the waters stood above the mountains.
7. At thy rebuke they fled;
at the sound of thy thunder they took to flight.
8. The mountains rose, the valleys sank down
to the place which thou didst appoint for them.
9. Thou didst set a bound which they should not pass,
so that they might not again cover the earth.
This psalm as a whole is one of praise to God the
creator and sustainer, beginning with a devout exclamation of
wonder at the greatness and glory of God: "0 Lord my God,
thou are very great!" (vs. 1). This section (vss. 5-9),
the subject of which is "the foundation of the earth," should
also be put in the context of this priase. Reality with
which the psalmist was confronted is the great transcendent
God who is the Creator of the heavens (vss. 2-4) and the
earth (vss. 5-9) as well as the sea (vss. 24-26).
According to Edmond Jacob, "The vast domain of waters
was not conquered by Yahweh, but only more or less neutral
ized by being confined within certain limits assigned to
them."-^^ However, the phrases, "at thy rebuke" and "at the
sound of thy thunder," are paralleled with each other, and
it is clear that the thunderstorm was understood as the
proclamation of God's will. The waters should not be
l^Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament , p. 140.
understood as some cosmic power against which Yahweh had to
struggle in order to tear away the control of the solid earth
(cf. Gen. 1:9). These expressions in this part of the psalm
show the psalmist's vivid imagery in his appreciation of
God's will to create the universe. They are poetical ex
pressions of the reality before the creator God. Therefore
there is no possibility of suggesting the "antinomies"
between the earth and the sea, for both are at the same time
under the control of Yahweh.
The expression, "set the earth on its foundation,"
has similar phrases in other psalms, e.g. "(The Lord) has
founded the earth upon the seas and established it upon the
rivers" (Ps. 24:2, cf . 136:6). Both English words, "set" in
Psalm 104:5 and "found" in Psalm 24:2, are translated from
the same Hebrew verb TD"* , ysd . Some have seen in these terms
the Babylonian idea of an egg-like world floating in an abyss.
However, as J. Barton Payne suggests, the phrase might better
be translated "above" (*7y,^al), rather than "on" or "upon,"
the seas. Here the passages should be understood m
reference to the Genesis account of the sea in its creation
�^^Weiser, The Psalms, p- 667 , says, "The earth, shaped
like a circular disk, now floats on the ocean."
21payne, The Theology of the Older Testament, p. 138.
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tradition, i.e.. Genesis 1:9, which was surveyed in an earlier
chapter .
The phrase, "the waters stood above the mountains," in
verse 6b, explains poetically the condition before God
collected the waters into the depressions of the earth (Gen.
1:9). Prior to the formation of the oceans, the water, of
course, "stood above the mountains," in the form of steam. ^2
Verse 7 does not echo the Babylonian myths of the
23
creation battle. Here, the natural phenomenon of a thunder
storm is put into poetical expression in order to show Yahweh 's
mighty acts of creation. The Genesis account tells that
Yahweh, by His word, gave existence to the earth as well as to
the sea, while the creation psalm says, in its poetical person
ification of the waters, that waters, at His rebuke, fled.
Although the writers of the Old Testament shared the external
phenomenological materials with their contemporaries, they
always recognized and accepted God's active reality in the
world .
As Yahweh "assigned to the sea its limit" (Prov. 8:29),
so He "set a bound which [it] should not pass" (Ps. 104:9).
22Genesis 2:6 reads: "a mist went up from the earth and
watered the whole face of the ground."
2-^Weiser, loc . cit.., sees here the reminiscence of the
ancient myth of the combat of the gods against the powers of
the chaos .
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This explains Yahweh ' s control over the sea; He was not strug
gling with the sea for His creative activity. It is Yahweh 's
sovereign will that creates and sustains the world. Therefore,
the phrase that "they might not again cover the earth" has no
suggestion of a perpetual opposition of a cosmic power to
Yahweh. No conception of cosmic dualism is found in this
creation psalm.
Leviathan (vss. 24-26). This part of the psalm should
also be set in the context of the whole purpose of the psalm
ist. He praised the creator God for his greatness and glory
upon His creation which in this instance was the sea. Verses
24-26 read:
24. 0 Lord, how manifold are thy works!
In wisdom hast thou made them all;
the earth is full of thy creatures.
25. Yonder is the sea, great and wide,
which teems with things innumerable,
living things both small and great.
26. There go the ships,
and Leviathan which thou didst form to
sport in it.
This part begins with an exclamation of wonder at the abun
dance of God's works, at the wisdom of His creation. Follow
ing praises of the God's work upon the heavens (vss. 2-4) , the
earth (vss. 5-9), the springs (vss. 10-13), the living things
on earth (vss. 14-18), and the moon and the sun (vss. 19-23),
the psalmist could not but exclaim to Yahweh: "0 Lord, how
manifold are thy works!"
Exodus 20:11 says, "The Lord made heaven and earth,
the sea, and all that is in them." This part of the psalm
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(vss. 24-26) is the poetical expression of Yahweh as the
creator and sustainer of the sea as well as heaven and earth.
Here, even Leviathan, which is a cognate of Ugaritic Lotan,
the seven-headed monster, is one of God's handiworks, and
belongs to Him for his own sake "as play things ." Leviathan
here seems to be an enormous marine animal .
Jacob recognizes in the part of the psalm the picture
of creation as the result of a struggle which was "far more in
keeping with the lines of Israel's religion. "^^ But does
verse 26 suggest the "final victory of light over all the
obscure forces," as Jacob mentions?^^ However, there is no
reason to hold that the antinomies between the earth and the
sea here became solved because of strong Hebrew monotheism.
No opposition has existed between them since the beginning of
creation. Yahweh, the cause of all things, is transcendent
over His creation, including both the earth and the sea. His
sovereign will has been unchanging upon His creation from the
time of His first creative activities.
^"^Ibid . , p. 665, translates vs. 26 as follows: "Sea-
monsters swim therein. Leviathan which thou didst form for
thyself as a plaything."
^^Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament, p. 149.
26ibid. , p. 319.
2 7 Ibid. , p. 147. Jacob says, "For this poet, the anti
nomies still apparent in the first chapter of Genesis are
resolved, there is no more opposition between the earth and
the sea."
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According to Cyrus H. Gordon, Leviathan is a symbol of
evil, and in Psalm 74 "the Hebrews ascribed to Yahweh the
cosmic victory over the same symbol of evil that the Canaan
ites had ascribed to Baal."^^ However, Psalm 104:26 intro
duces a strictly monotheistic note, in making God the creator
of Leviathan. Here Leviathan is part of nature, a sea monster
with whom God plays. God looks after and feeds him along
with every other living creature.
Gordon traces Leviathan back from Talmudic Babylonia
through the Bible and Ugaritic mythology to Mesopotamia of
the mid-third millennium. This, he says, sheds light on "the
hxstory of dualism among the Semites. Leviathan is, he
says, a "monster who sums up cosmic evil" and was vanquished
by God of old and will be annihilated by God once and for all
in the end of days at the inauguration of the Golden Age that
will endure forever without evil.-^^ But it must be noted that
Leviathan is never put in the context of Hebrew cosmogonic
passages. To the writers of the Old Testament, the reality
was always the mighty creator God. In verse 26 of the creation
psalm. Leviathan does not symbolize cosmic evil. He is the
'^"Gordon, "Leviathan" Symbol of Evil," p. 2.
29ibid. , p. 4. Gordon says, "Long before the rise of
Zoroastrianism, dualism is attested to in the art of Mesopo
tamia and in the texts of Ugarit."
30ibid. , p. 9.
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poetical expression of marine creatures which Yahweh formed
for His sake. The sea and all within it are the Lord's, for
He made it for His glory. So Yahweh has no necessary cosmic
evil in the sea to fight. Even Satan, symbol of evil in the
Old Testament, is under the control of Yahweh. Not the
cosmic conflict, but the spiritual conflict with evil powers
is alluded to in Ephesians 6:10ff in the New Testament.
V. MONOTHEISTIC VIEW
The monotheistic tendency in Egypt during the four
teenth century has been briefly surveyed previously. Mention
was made that no origin for Mosaic monotheism can be found
there because of the non-ethical quality of Atenism, the
"imperfect" monotheism. Nevertheless, monotheism in the Old
Testament can be historically traced back to the time of
Moses, to the second half of the second millennium B.C. as
W.F. Albright showed in his important book.-^l Israel's
religion cannot be presented as a gradual emergence from
polytheism. George E. Mendenhall describes the unusual nature
32
of Israel in terms of a "mutation."
Albright, From the Stone Age to Christianity.
^^George E. Mendenhall, "Biblical Faith and Cultic
Evolution," The Lutheran Quarterly, V(August, 1953), p. 235.
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The idea of the unity of creation in Psalm 104 did
not come to Israel's tradition from the mere observation of
nature. it reflects the psalmist's understanding of his
reality when confronted with God's creation; he sees God
as totally transcendent from the creation. The psalmist's
monotheism excluded all traces of dualism when he contem
plated nature in the light of his faith. It was not the
case that in Psalm 104, as Jacob says , "mythological
elements are clearly subordinated to history." Rather, the
strong monotheistic view of the world left no room for
creation myths of battles against the primeval dragons,
except for the several poetical allusions to pagan creation
myths. Such terms as Rahab and Leviathan, names of chaos-
dragons, are simply adapted in the text of the Old Testament
for their effective expressions of vivid imageries.
Therefore, in the Old Testament, neither the processes
of historicization nor of my thologization occurred. Edmond
Jacob defines "historicization" as "transforming realities
that are originally foreign to it.""^^ However, it was not
necessary for the writers of the Old Testament to transform
their realities in terms of historicizing of the myths. To
�^Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament, p. 138.
^Ibid . , p. 197.
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them the realities were always Yahweh, the Creator God, who
brought the world into existence according to His divine will.
The direct intervention of God in the world, however, is not
"the profound essence of myth" which needs to be radically
"demythologized" for Israel's faith. While God is totally
transcendent in regard to His creation and uniquely different
from nature, Yahweh, the Lord of Creation indeed is concerned
with man and intervenes with love in human history.
VI . SUMMARY
It was the purpose of this chapter to present the role
of the sea in the creation tradition in the Old Testament.
The central theme of the creation psalm, Psalm 104, is Yahweh
as world creator and sustainer. The conception of divine
providence as universal is an ancient element of Israelite
religion. Psalm 104 is to be interpreted through Genesis
accounts of creation, not through Egyptian or Babylonian
influences .
The "waters" should not be understood as some cosmic
power against which Yahweh had to struggle in order to tear
away the control of the solid earth. There is no possibility
of suggesting the antinomies between the earth and the sea.
^Cf . Ibid. , p. 201.
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for both are at the same time under the control of Yahweh.
There is no suggestion of a perpetual opposition of a cosmic
power to Yahweh. No cosmic dualism is found in this creation
psalm.
Psalm 104 introduces a strictly monotheistic note, in
making God the creator of Leviathan. Leviathan is, according
to Cyrus H. Gordon, a monster who sums up cosmic evil. But
Leviathan is never put in the context of Hebrew cosmogonic
passages. Leviathan in Psalm 104:26 does not symbolize cosmic
evil. He is the poetical expression of marine creatures which
Yahweh formed for His sake. Yahweh thus has no necessary
cosmic evil in the sea to fight.
The idea of the unity of creation in Psalm 104 reflects
the psalmist's understanding of his reality when confronted
with God's creation. The psalmist's monotheism excluded all
traces of dualism when he contemplated nature in the light of
his faith. The strong monotheistic view of the world left
no room for creation myths of battles against the primeval
dragons. Therefore, it was not necessary for the writers
of the Old Testament to transform their realities in terms of
historicizing of the myths. To them the realities were always
Yahweh, the Creator God, who brought the world into existence
according to His divine will.
CHAPTER V
THE SEA IN THE EXODUS TRADITION
I . INTRODUCTION
Von Rad's soteriological understanding of the work of
creation in the Old Testament was briefly described in chapter
3. How does the creation tradition relate with the Exodus
experience in Israel's history? Whether or not the creation
tradition in the Old Testament has the secondary meaning to
the life and mind of Israelite people must be re-examined.
Task . It is therefore the task of this chapter to
grasp the role of the sea in the Exodus experience, focusing
upon a poetical passage. Exodus 15, in its relation to the
creation tradition, so that adequate solutions to the problem
of the Exodus-creation tradition, the problem of myth and
history, and the problem of theological understanding of
historical events in Exodus might be given.
Method . Before the main problems are handled, a more
general survey is to be made. First, the historicity of the
Exodus, and then some higher critical problems will be dis
cussed. Then the problem of myth and history will be set in
the context of the Exodus tradition. Finally, more theologi
cal problems involved in the creation tradition and the Exodus
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tradition will be examined in the context of Hebrew monotheism.
II. HISTORICITY OF THE EXODUS
The common tendency of German Old Testament scholars
has been to minimize the historicity of the Exodus event.
According to them, there are very few historical details of
the Mosaic era which are reliable. The traditions "can only
be understood historically as the traditions of the tribes
united in Palestine concerning the crucial foundations of
their faith. Historically, therefore, they find it impossi
ble to say much with certainty about the circumstances of the
Exodus event. In Exodus 15:21b, the earliest reference to
the incident, the essential feature, says Martin Noth, was
that Yahweh "threw" the Egyptian chariots "into the sea" with
"horse and rider." The other Exodus narratives tell very
little of what actually happened. According to the German
scholars, "All these are different ways of reconstructing the
miracle of the deliverance, later rationalizations of the
2
incident. "
However, the Bible states that the Hebrews, attempting
-^Martin Noth, The History of Israel (second edition;
New York: Harper and Row, 1960) , p. 111.
^Ibid. , p. 117.
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to escape, were penned between the sea and the Egyptian army
and were saved when a wind drove the waters back, allowing
them to pass (Ex. 14:21, 27); the pursuing Egyptians, caught
by the returning flood, were drowned. "If Israel saw in this
the hand of God, the historian certainly has no evidence to
contradict itl""^ The Bible's own witness is itself so
impressive as to leave little doubt that some such remarkable
deliverance took place. The ancient poem. Exodus 15:1-18,
which goes back to the earliest period of Israel's history,
witnesses that Israel "actually escaped from Egypt to the
accompaniment of events," and that experience of those events
was "so stupendous that they were impressed forever on her
memory .
" ^
III. LIMITATION OF THE CULTIC APPROACH
German scholars of the history of Israel's cultus
appear to be incapable of dealing with the origins of a his
torical cultus. Israel's narrative was, according to them,
the product of the cultus, and those who reduced the story
to written form simply drew most of their material from old
�^Bright, A History of Israel , p. 112.
^ibid. , p. lllf .
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liturgies. The reason for this failure or inability lies
in the refusal of many form-critics to raise the question of
actual historical memory lying behind the cultic pattern:
Exodus, Covenant at Sinai, and Conquest.^
7 8 9
Gunkei,' Mowinckel, Noth, and others follow this
cultic approach to the "Song of the Red Sea" (Ex. 15:1-18).
Mowinckel explains the psalm as being wholly, or almost
wholly, cultic in both origin and intention. According to
Noth, the Exodus theme was first expressed in liturgical
praise and was always repeated within the framework of
liturgical ceremonies with a reference to acts of God which
have already taken place and been experienced.
Von Rad sees the whole of the hexateuchal history as an
elaborated expression of "a cultic-disciplined confession of
-'G. Ernest Wright, "Cult and History: A Study of a
Current Problem in the Old Testament Interpretation," Interpre
tation, XVI (1962), p. 13.
^Cross, "The Divine Warrior in Israel ' s Early Cult , "
p . 16 .
'^A.R. Johnson, "The Psalms," The Old Testament and
Modern Study : A Generation of Discovery and Research , H.H.
Rowley, editor (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1961), p. 166.
^Ibid. , p. 190.
^Martin Noth, Exodus: A Commentary (The Old Testament
Library ; Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1962), p. 121f.
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faith." History and the interpretation of history in Israel
n^ade the characteristic cultic pattern what it was.-""*^
However, does cult ever really create historical
tradition, or does it only reshape, reformulate, and supple
ment? Von Rad's view that the cultus "created" and "formed"
traditions has not apparently been proved to the satisfaction
of many Old Testament scholars . Actually, the "Song of the
Sea" does not find its origin in the late cultus, and verse
lb cannot be split from the rest of the song,-'-^ as some insist,
IV. BACKGROUND OF EXODUS 15
According to Noth, the "Song of the Red Sea," Exodus
15:1-18, "does not seem to have any concrete picture of what
happened in the miracle at the sea, but instead a number of
variant narratives are combined together ." He holds this
Song to be a relatively late piece, which was not composed to
l^Napier, "On Creation-Faith in the Old Testament,"
pp. 33-35.
"'"�'�David L. Thompson, "The Role of the Old Testament
Religious Community In the Origination and Development of Its
Religion: An Analysis of Gerhard von Rad's Studies on the
Hexateuch," (unpublished Master's thesis, Asbury Theological
Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky, 1967), p. 108.
l^Frank M. Cross and David N. Freeman, "The Song of
Miriam," Journal of Near Eastern Studies, XIV(1955) , p. 237.
1-^Noth, Exodus: A Commentary , p. 124.
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fill the place it now occupies in the narrative, but was an
originally independent hymn that began with the old hymn
15:21.1^ Even the "Song of Miriam," verse 21b, the earliest
reference to the incident, does not tell more than the situa
tion that Yahweh threw the horse and his rider into the sea.
"The introduction to this short Song, in verses 20-21a," Noth
says, "assumes the custom that the women "went out" from
their homes to meet their victorious husbands on their return,
greeting them with song and dance and singing them a song of
1 s
victory (cf. I Sam. 18:6f.)." Thus, following the traditio-
historical approach, Martin Noth refuses to see the actual
historical background of these Songs as the situation of the
Exodus event, and he denies the unity of Exodus 15:1-18.
Against this approach. Cross and Freedman contend for
the unity of the passage by means of a study of its metrical
style and strophic structure. "The repetitive parallelism,
mixed meter, and the complex makeup of the strophes," they
say, "suggest an early date of composition." At the same
time, "the unity of the pattern and the symmetry of the
strophic structure indicate that the poem is substantially a
l^Ibid. , p. 123 .
�"�^Ibid. , p. 122.
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single, unified composition ." "''^ Then, Cross and Freedman
suggest the date of the tenth century B.C for its written
composition and scarcely later than the twelfth century for
its original form.^^ The date of the historical situation
of the Exodus event, given as thirteenth century B.C. by
18John Bright, is in keeping with the "Song of the Red Sea,"
the oldest of the extant sources for this Exodus event in
Israelite history.
V. THE SEA IN EXODUS 15
Attempts have been made to read into the themes of
verses 1-12 the familiar motif of a cosmic battle between
the creating god and the primeval chaos. Mowinckel says,
"The sea where the Egyptians perished becomes the primeval sea
19
(cf. Ex. 15:5, 8)." Caster believes that the ancient myth
about god who defeated the marine monster and installed him
self in a newly built palace "forms a kind of undertone" to
20
the "Song of the Sea" in Exodus 15. Eichrodt also sees the
l^Cross and Freedman, 0�. cit. , p. 237f.
I'^Ibid. , p. 240.
l^Bright, A History of Israel , p. 113.
l^Sigmund Mowinckel, The Psalms in Israel ' s Worship ,
trans. D.R. Ap-Thomas (Vol. I; New York: Abingdon Press, 1962),
p. 108.
20May, "Some Cosmic Connotations , " p. 13, note 17.
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influence of the chaos-motif here, and says, "It is embel
lished with details drawn from the myth of the struggle with
Chaos . "21
However, whether the chaos-motif can be seen in these
passages must be re-examined. The text in verses 4f. reads:
4. Pharaoh's chariots and his host he cast into
the sea;
and his picked officers are sunk in the Red
Sea .
5. The floods cover them;
they went down into the depths like a stone.
This part is a reference to the historical acts of Yahweh in
the Exodus event. In verse 5, some hold, the shallow Sea of
Reeds became an abyss like the "great deep" of mythology.
Though the Red Sea ( HID yam sup) could be translated as
"the Reeds Sea," there is no reason why a shallow sea should
become an abyss. The term JlCnn, t^homot has no mythological
sense in itself, but simply signifies a vast quantity of
waters, which "cover" Pharaoh's chariots and host. The RSV
translates t^homot as "the floods" in verse 5 and "the deeps"
in verse 8. In this latter verse, "the deeps" is identical
with "the floods" ( ?"'*713, nozlim) and "the waters" ( WD,
mayim) .
21e ichrodt. Theology of the Old Testament, Vol. II,
p. 229.
22The Interpreter's Bible, Vol. I., p. 943.
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Verses 8-10 read as follows :
8. At the blast of thy nostrils the waters piled
up, the floods stood up in a heap;
the deeps congealed in the heart of the sea.
9. The enemy said, "I will pursue, I will overtake,
I will divide the spoil, my desire shall have
its fill of them.
I will draw my sword, my hand shall destroy
them . "
10. Thou didst blow with thy wind, the sea covered
them;
they sank as lead in the mighty waters .
The phrase that the deeps congealed in the heart of the sea
does not refer to the "fountains connecting the sea with the
mythological ocean to which the ancients thought the seas to
23
be connected." In Jonah 2:3, "the heart of the seas" is
used identically with n*71\', sula (depth of water, abyss).
Then in Exodus 15:8, t^homot would be better understood as
vast waters in depth. The waters, the floods, and the deeps
here are almost identical to each other. Each of them took
different verbs: "piled up," "stood up," and "congealed."
All explain poetically that the vast waters became firm walls
by the blast of Yahweh
'
s wind. The "mighty waters" in verse
10 has in itself no power against Yahweh as in the pagan myth
of the battle between the gods and the primeval sea, but it
refers to the mighty act of Yahweh by which the wind acting
upon the sea covered His enemy, that is Pharaoh's chariots
Ibid. , p. 943f .
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and his host. Thus, in Exodus 15:1-18, as John Bright says,
"The sea is no Chaos Monster, Yam or Tiamat, but only the sea;
the foe with whom Yahweh does battle is the Egyptian Pharaoh,
not some cosmic power.
"^^ Therefore, a striking aspect of
these verses. Cross and Freedman mention, is that the sea is
never personified and is the "passive" tool of Yahweh. No
mythologically derived conflict is here. There is no cosmic
or natural element of conflict. The God who acts is tran
scendent over nature. The conflict is historical; the enemy
is Israel's historically-limited foe. Pharaoh is a mighty
opponent, but there is not the slightest hint that he is the
Enemy, the symbol of cosmic chaos, dissolution, or death.
VI. THE PROBLEM OF MYTH AND HISTORY
Some have mentioned that in Exodus 15:3 the God of
Israel is praised as a "warrior-hero," powerful and highly
exalted, terrible and glorious in holiness, mighty and a doer
of wonders (cf. vss. 21, 11). According to Ludwig Koehler,
this motif belongs to the idea of God's constant struggle for
the defense of His work.^^ He asserts that the idea of Yahweh
24Bright, A History of Israel , p. 138.
25cross and Freedman, "The Song of Miriam," p. 239.
^^Ludwig Koehler, Old Testament Theology , p. 89f .
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as a warrior-hero is derived from His victory over chaos in
creation, and not from His deeds on behalf of Israel. But
this motif is put completely in the context of the historical
event of the Exodus tradition. Yahweh, as the Lord of nature,
is here praised as the Lord of history.
In this old song the sea is not denoted even as the
enemy of Yahweh. No tendency can be seen giving all mytho
logical elements historical significance, as Jacob suggests.
The sea does not appear even faintly as a figure of speech
used of the enemies of Israel. His enemies were historical
figures, the Egyptian Pharaoh and his host, with whom Yahweh,
the "man of war" (vs. 3) , fought by means of His wind and the
sea. Thus, the historical event is poetically presented here.
Cross says, "In Israel myth and history always stood
in a strong tension, myth serving primarily to give a cosmic
dimension and transcendent meaning to the historical ."
Thus, in Isaiah 51:9, 10 there occurs the "secondary mytho-
logizing" of historical experience to point to cosmic meaning,
while in Exodus 15 there is no equation between the crossing of
the sea and the killing of the Dragon by the Divine Warrior.
p. 19.
27
McKenzie, Myths and Realities , p. 97.
2 8Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament, p. 140.
29cross, "The Divine Warrior in Israel's Early Cult,"
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The role of the sea in the Exodus story. Cross continues, was
singled out and stressed precisely "because of the ubiquitous
motif of the cosmogonic battle between the creator god and
the Sea in West Semitic mythology ."
To the contrary, G. Ernest Wright holds that in Isaiah
51:9, 10, "the myth was historicized and used metaphorically
to describe Yahweh ' s great victories in history, especially
31that over Pharaoh's army in the crossing of the Red Sea."
Mowinckel sees in Yahweh ' s "enthronement psalms" God's triumph
over the primeval chaos, which is "historicized" in Israel.
Thus, Mowinckel speaks of "historicized myth" in the Old Testa
ment . "^^
Does Israel really "mythologize" history? Or does she
"historicize" myth in the literature of the Old Testament? It
must be said again that for the writers of the Old Testament
reality was always God Himself, who is the Creator of all
things. Confronting the same transcendent God who reveals Him
self through nature and history, they did not have to trans
form realities by way of "mythologization" or "historicization"
of reality. Fisher says, "creation language is used to express
30ibid. , p. 16.
^-�-Wright, The Old Testament Against Its Environment,
p . 27 .
^Wright, "Cult and History," p. 16.
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Israel's history, but this is an involved process." This
could mean that "creation invades history, and, if so, it is
difficult to stress the secondary nature of Israel's creation
faith as von Rad and others do.""^"^ It is always very danger
ous to oversimplify the so-called problems of myth and
history. in concluding this section it can be rightly said
that Israel borrowed without hesitation from religious and
cosmological vocabulary of other nations. Yet, her ability
to absorb these loan words and imported stories into her own,
proper religious system testifies to the strength and unique-
34
ness of her faith.
VII. FAITH AND HISTORY
Following von Rad's traditio-historical analysis of
the Pentateuch, B.W. Anderson sees biblical history, which now
begins with the creation of the universe, as an expanded and
developed expression of Israel's historical faith as found in
capsule form in the "historical credo." From the Exodus,
Israel looked back to the creation, confessing that the God
who was active at the beginning of her history was likewise
�^�^Loren R. Fisher, "(Review of) Creation versus Chaos,
by Bernhard W. Anderson," Interpretation , XXIII, No. l(Jan.
1969) , p. 83.
^"^Cf . Kaiser, Die Mythische Bedeutung des Meers.
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active at the beginning of the world's history. The only
reference to creation in the "Song of the Sea," according to
Anderson, is the affirmation concerning "the creation of
3 6Israel," creation as a historical event. Before creation
in the cosmic sense could become a central concern for
Israelite worship, "the creation-faith had to be demytholo
gized." Anderson says, thus, "The story of creation, accord
ing to both P and J, was related theologically to Israel's
Heilsgeschichte and thus became a historical account of the
opening of the historical drama. "^^^
However, the Old Testament everywhere tells of Yahweh
3 8
as the Lord of nature as well as the Lord of history.
Creation in the Bible has to do both with history and with
nature. The creation tradition cannot be a secondary thing
if the historical event of the Exodus is to be understood
correctly as a "redemption." If Moses was a monotheist who
acknowledged that God is not nature and nature is not God,
^^Anderson, Creation Versus Chaos, p. 38.
^^Ibid. , p. 50 .
^"^Ibid. , p. 55.
�^^Fisher, o�. cit. , p. 82 says: Again and again
Anderson says that creation in the Bible has to do with his
tory and not with nature. But it is a "false dichotomy" and
at best it is an extremely fuzzy picture.
then he should have held the creation-faith in the cosmic
sense. Without real understanding of creation there is no
real redemption, for, if there was no real understanding of
the fact of the Fall, there is no adequate understanding of
the Exodus event as redemptive, that is, "the creation of
Israel. "
There was no need of demy thologizing the creation
faith in order to have creation tradition in the "cosmic"
sense. Both in Exodus 15 and Psalm 104, both in the old
Exodus tradition and in the old creation tradition, Yahweh
is praised as the eternal sovereign God (Ex. 15:18; Ps. 104
31) . Both can be set historically in the context of mono
theism during the second half of the second millenium.
Theologically both creation-faith and Exodus-event are har
monized in Mosaic monotheism. The event of Exodus must be
understood in the light of creation-faith, for, lacking any
mythological concepts. Exodus 15 presupposes the fact of
creation-faith shown in Genesis 1 and 2.
VIII. SUMMARY
This chapter has sought to grasp the role of the sea
in the Exodus tradition in the Old Testament, so that ade
quate solutions to the problem of the Exodus-creation tradi
tion, the problem of myth and history, and the problem of
faith and history, might be given.
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Attempts have been made to read into the themes of
"The Song of the Sea" the motif of a cosmic battle between
the creating god and the primeval chaos. However, no mytho
logically derived conflict can be found. Here the conflict
is historical. God is not constantly struggling for the
defense of His work. The idea of "warrior-hero" is completely
put in the context of the historical event of the Exodus.
Confronting the same transcendent God who reveals
Himself through nature and history, the writers of the Old
Testament did not have to transform realities by way of
"mythologizing" or "historicizing." Israel put the borrowed
words corapletely into the context of monotheism.
The Old Testament everywhere tells of Yahweh as the
Lord of nature as well as the Lord of history. Creation in
the Bible has to do both with history and with nature. It is
difficult to stress the secondary nature of Israel's creation
faith as von Rad does, if the historical event of Exodus is
to be understood correctly as a "redemption." Without real
understanding of the Creation and the Fall, there can be no
adequate understanding of the Exodus event as redemptive.
The event of Exodus must be understood in the light of
creation-faith of Israel. And, theologically, both creation-
faith and Exodus-event are harmonized in Mosaic monotheism.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS
It has been the purpose of this study to grasp the
importance of the symbolism of the "sea," "deep," "waters,"
"ocean," "dragon," "Rahab," and "Leviathan," that is, the so-
called Chaos-motif in the Old Testament literature, so that
the inquiry may attempt an adequate solution to the problem
of the doctrine of creation ex nihilo , the problem of myth
and history, and the problem of the Exodus-creation tradition
in the Old Testament.
The following conclusions have resulted from this
inquiry. According to the result of the word study of yam,
(1) the sea was simply a handiwork of God who is transcendent
over the creation, (2) the sea was continually controlled by
Yahweh through history, especially in the Exodus event, (3)
the sea was familiar in Israelite daily life from early his
tory, (4) the sea was an important element in Israel's escha
tology, and (5) the sea was used metaphorically in the
poetical passages where it was identified with the dragon,
Rahab or Leviathan, and the deep.
Creation ex nihilo. Crucial problems of the symbolism
of the sea in the Old Testament have been recognized in the
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Old Testament dragon-passages, where the sea was closely
related to the so-called Chaos-motif in the ancient Near East.
However, in the Old Testament creation was not denoted as a
victory of Yahweh over the sea or sea-dragon, as in the pagan
creation myths. Using the language of the myth of creation
in the ancient Near East, the writers of the Old Testament
used vivid imagery without reference to the creation for their
effective explanation of reality, which was totally different
from that of their contemporaries. Their reality has ever
been Yahweh, who is the Lord of creation as well as of history.
He need not fight with cosmic elements in order to create the
world and keep His Lordship over it. There is, therefore, no
"cosmic dualism" in the Old Testament.
Myth and History . As the Hebrew monotheism excluded
all traces of dualism, so the problem of myth and history was
to be solved in the light of this monotheism. The strong
monotheistic view of the world left no room for mythology,
except for several poetical allusions to creation myths for
the effective expression of reality, in which the Hebrews
were confronted by Yahweh. Therefore, it was not necessary
for the writers of the Old Testament to transform their
realities in terms of historicization or mythologization. To
them reality was always the transcendent one who was immanent
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in the sense of revealing Himself through His activities and
sayings both in history and nature, God the Maker of all
things. Though Israel borrowed without hesitation from the
terminology of myths, her unique and strong monotheistic faith
could make use of them for her vivid imagery in a different
context of reality from her contemporaries.
Exodus -creation tradition. Recent overemphasis upon
revelation through history in the Old Testament has tended to
minimize the importance of the doctrine of creation. God,
however, revealed Himself to men both through history and
through nature. Yahweh, the Lord of history, is at the same
time the Lord of creation. It is therefore difficult to
stress the secondary nature of Israel's creation faith as von
Rad does. If Moses was a monotheist who acknowledged that God
is totally transcendent from nature, he should have had
creation-faith. Without a real understanding of creation there
is no adequate understanding of redemption. Creation in the
cosmic sense must first be held in order that "the creation of
Israel," what B.W. Anderson called "creation as a historical
event," might be understood in the right context of election
tradition.
Suggestions for further study. (1) This last problem
should be pursued in further study into the context of the
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total traditio-history approach to the Pentateuch. (2) In
addition, the problem of evil in the Old Testament needs deeper
study in its relation to the spiritual reality, e.g. Satan,
throughout the Bible. (3) Furthermore, symbolism of the sea
in the pagan literatures such as Ugaritic, Egyptian and
Babylonian literatures should be examined in detail.
Thus far, the problems of creation ex nihilo, myth and
history, and the Exodus-creation tradition have found their
adequate solutions in terms of the symbolism of the sea in
the Old Testament.
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